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Dear Friend ,

As conventional energy supplies diminish and fuel costs rise, we are all becoming increas-
ingly concerned about saving energy and saving money. On a national level, energy conservation was
singled out in a study by the Harvard Business School as the key to reducing our dependence onfor

eign oil and to stabIlizing the American economy.
Closer to home, growing sales of insulation, storm windows, and other weatherproofing

products confirm that many Americans have already discovered that consenation can have a positive
effect on the pocketbook. For nowhere does an individual have a greater potential to reduce energy
'consumption and energy costs than in home heating and cooling.

Unfortunately, the typical American home is an "energy sieve." Up to 40 percent of the
energy for which.we pay so dearly is wast d. it lealp out the windows, goes up the chimney, or drips

down the drain.
Fortunately, plugging the leaks and making your house or apartment more energy-efficient

is not difficult to do. This book shows you just how easy it can be. What's more, many of the energy
conservation,steps vJe describe can be taken at low or moderate cost, and can pay for themselves in
fuel savings over a reasonable pencid'of time. And everything you do to save energy will also make
your home comfortable.

Why d Tool Kit for Women?
This book is the first in a s'gries of Energy Tool Kits designed for women by Consumer

Action Now (C. A.N.), a non-profit organization devoted to promoting energy efficiency and renew-.-

able energy resources. We've prepared it because women can play a vital rolean conserving energy
within the home and in involving their neighbors, co-workers, and coihmunities in the pressing en-
ergy issues tint challeng9 our nation.

Women can make a big difference in energy use patterns. Women make 80 percent of all

consumer purchases, manage family budgets, and, to a large extent, control energy usein the home
Over 17 million American families are headed by single mothers. Women also make up half of the

, work force, and because we have traditionally been excluded from higher-paying jobs, many of us are

hardest hit by constantly rising fuel costs.

Using the Tool Kit
Since energy problems and solutions vary across the country, we've included a special

movable calculator wheel to show you how much you ini,ght save by taking the conservation steps in,

the five main regions of the U.S. The calculator will helpk you decide the most effective way to use

your &ling for conservation.
No matter where you bve, you mil be interested in our hints on energy:efficient clothing

and bfestyles. They'll help keep you and your family comfortable with less reliance on your heating'

and cooling systems.
J In writing the Tool Kit, we havetned to use non-technical language wherevei possible

While the idea of handling a caulking gun or a hand saw might put you off at first, women everywhere

are learning to use tools skillfullyfrom a screv;kriver to an electric lrill. We have taken great care

to fill the Tool Kit with projects that are easy, that make a real difference in energy savings and that

are useful to either house or apartment dwellers.
Use the Tool Kit. Share it with friends and neighbors. If you are interested in,bringing the

energy issue to your community, you'll-find the special section on community action very helpful It

contains a wide range of practical suggestions for raising energy consciousness using steps as simple

as convincing the landlord to lower the thermostat on bpartment building washers and dryers to steps

as ambitiolp as organijzing an energy fair. -

The sectio on "Financing Home Energyimprovements" tells you how to take advantage

of government tax inc ntives for energy conservation, and it supplies information on state and federal

programs available to ow-income families.
The last section_akhe Kit may open.a new horizon for you. It explains what job and ethica-

tional opportunities exist idewomen in the energy field. This new and growing area offers limitless

opportunities for wren as entrepreneurs, as blue-collar workers, as technologists, as engineer
We have tried to.create in this first E'nergy Tool Kit a practical, useful gullie to making en-

ergy conservation work for you. Energy consehration does not have to mean sacrifice It does mean
making a few adjustments in our lifestyles, and usaig snergy more efficiently. For homeowners and

renters alike, we've tried to show that saving energy means saving money.

G ood luck!

Lola Redford
Pre sident, Consumer Action Noyv



HEAT FLOW
DWELLING'

Att;csr'--)
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HOmE
E ERGY SURVEY.

This illustratin gives a rough idea of the ma-
jor escape/routes for heated and cooled,* in the
average hbrne. Tlw simple home energy survey
that follows *NkIll help you to idennfy your particular
problem

finding eneegy leaks 4
Start with youchowe as a whole. [lave yos4

nutical that certain rooms usualij, feel colder in win-
tel or warmer in suwer? Are there any parts, of a
room in whic. ) you always fed warmer or Lolder
than other p s cAf the room? Are there'persisteny
drafts. any'w here in your home? Any disZohirations

. -
! . + ur cracks in your walls, water marks or peeling

paint or plaster? A ''y es" answer to any of these
questions gives you a good idea of where to start
looking ftir energy leaks. "1.44 narrow the search

. ilow-ii to the specific. causes. it hdps to pnderstand
just howlenerZ leaks happen.
2

;Your home h)ses or gains heat in two main
waysthrough in filtratwn aRd through c.onductum.
Infiltration oc tws Acn hot or cal air moves in and
out of your home's dads and openings. The
spa et; between windows and their frames or (loots
and their frames are pnme targets for infiltration.

1S) is the heparatu iii between the hiundation and the
siding. Wherever it occurs, infiltration can usually be
felt as .a draft where there slthuldn't be one.

----C-4inductnin,.on the other ham , is the !wive-
ment of heat through walls. windoy ,` and (Alter
buikluig nhitenals that separate-ihe nt:ide of Nour
home from the weather outside. I leat alway s
moves from the warm side of a surface to the
cooler side. Some mat'enals are better able to resist
this heat flOw than (idlers. An insuhad wall, fin- ex-

penint It ss heat to pass than an 1.111111s1.1-,
lated wall: Glass. because it has very little
resistance tu heat flow. s nie of a honie's biggest
causes of conduc the heat lush. The resistance of
any material to heat flowis called its R Win-
dows haw a low R-yalue---R-1, insulated wallAre
R-16 to R-30, while uninsulated walls are R-3.5 to R-6.



Following the clues
,y_av can check for infiltration by using your

hand, a candle, or a simple draft defector you can
make yourself from a clothes'hanger and a tissue.
Checrcanywhere there is a gap or opening in the
walls, roof, or floor of your home. Doors and win-
dows are the chief suspects, but don't overlook the
following: fireplace, air conditioners, duct system,
pipes or plumbing through walls,.and the point

%there the walls c4your'home meet the foundation.

Tissue paper
or piask bag

cut open

Conduction losses can be harder to track
down. Basically, you can eel, them with your hands.
Any poinropi a window, door, or exterior wall that
is warm when you want the room to be cool, or
cold when you waqt the room,,to be warm, is sus-
pect. Check forzonduction lossas through any ma-
teridl. tint has a surface bothiinside and outsideor
between heated and tliihealed areas of.the house
doors; windows; walls; floors above a garage, base-
ment, crawl sp,ace. ceilings below an attic.

Another serious conduction problem could be
your water heater tank. You're spending Arley to
heat the water, pot the surroundingoir, sp make

,surp your water tank is fully insulat4d. Pipes and
ducts in your heating system can lose heat by con-
duction,, too!

Ont!e you've identified the places in your hotte
that are costing you energy and dollars, use the
simplo Miitructions in the Energy Tool Kit to stop
the wasi'Lk of both.

NOTES:

p.

NOTES:



'CAULKING -
A

In A-regions, taaking cracks is a good first
step to keep heating or air tonditioning dollars from
"flying out the window."

Caulking compounds are flexible materials chat
seal joints or ,cracks ,r.c)tind wmdows and doms or
betwpn foundationssand walls. Caulking Cs generally
packhged in cylindrical cartndges and cs applied us-
ing a specially designed caulking gm. Since taulking
forms a permanent seal, it should be used only on
Window an4 door pA'rts that don't move.'

Applying.caulking takes some practice, so
you'll want to go slowly at first. If possible, select a
product that will last-so you Won't.have to re-do the

, job too soon.

Caulking should be done in the spring or early
fall, sina: :mist (.dulking Lotilpounds do not flow or
adhety in temperatures colder than 45°F; or

warmer than 80°F.

In the event that' ,:our walls show signs of ex-
treme moisture, such a:/ stains or watennarks,, .ou
should 4.011:Allt a «intrat tor he f( )ro (.aulking.

Caulking Sites
I. Wherekef window or door fralnes in(*.Tt the

siding of the horise

2. Between window sills and-the siding
3. Where the top of the-Toundation ine`ets the

wood frame or the sang
4. Btitween air conditioneri and kindow

frdmes
-

5. AroundIplumbing or pipes that come
throtigh the walls of the4mse

6. Where storm window,s meet window frames
7. At corners fonned by the siding ""



Preparing the surface
I . Scrape and clean the surface. Remove dirt,

oid paint, deteriorated caulking orputty using
a putty knife, paint scraper or wire brush.

2. Wipe the area with wet rags. Be certain the,
surface is DRY before you apply caulkifig.

3. For an epsier clean-up, apply masking tapeto
adjoining surfaces before ypu caulk. This step
is not.necessary with water-soluble, latex
caulks.. .

TAPE

Applying the Caulking
1 . Psing a razor blade scraper, scissors or

utility knife, cut the tip of 'the cartridge
on ah angle to form an opening that

is the same width 'as the crack to be filled
(1/8" to 1/4").

2. Insert the cartridge into the caulking gun.

3. If the cartridge has an inner seal, rush 4
long thin nail or wire into the nozzle to

-puncture the seal, enlarging this opening as
rteeded to inspre an ample-, elen flow of
caulking compoUnd.

4. I1ld the On ata 450 angle and pres'S the
nozzle firthly ova the crack. Push the gun
forward, awayjrom you, releasing the
compound behiM the tip. gn yertical
cracks, start at the bottom and peish the
gun upwArd. Be sure to apply a slight
pressure as you move the gun along,
pushing the caulking completely into the
crack. and even slightly overlapping the
edges.

5. For deeper japs, push the nozzle down into
'the \c.rack and fill the gap from the botaom

'up.
Apply as many thin layers of caulking-as

necessary rather than one thick bead.

At-tt
rags

masking tape
(optional)

large 'nail ,

(for re-sealing cartridge)

filler of your choice

paint thinner.cc water

LE:111=m.
cartridges of

caulking compound

(NOTE the number of
cartridges you'll need vyil)
depend on the size of
the lob you're doing A
cartridge' usually contains
enough caulking
compound to make a 1,4"
iiide bead that is 25 feet
lorq A good rule of
thumb is half a cartridge
per window )

\

"ra4S-:

r02C=3
scraper or

5g=!
wire brush.

safety goggles

gloves

aulking gun

scissors or uti[ity knife' .



6. Extra-wide cracks (more than V4") will need
a fiJler. Stuff the crack with oakum or steel
wool until you,are 'T from the surface,
then finish with the Laulking gun. Any gap
between the top of the foundation and the
wood frame should be caulked. If this area
is not acLessible caulk the spat_e between
the foundation and the siding, making sure
to leave a small space or weep hole every
foot or two-to drain any condensation that
may occurbehind the siding. If the crack is
wider than 1/2", -stuff it with loose fiberglass
insulation, which will allow air movement
and prevent c9ndensation. build-up. DO
NOT CAULK OVER THE FIBERGLASS.

7. When you are finished caulking, disengage ,

the plunger of the gun, or else caulking
compound will continue to ooze out of the
cartridge. Some guns have a release button;
others require that you turn the plunger 180°.

, Cleaning up
I. If the surface is irregular, you can smooth it

by running a wet finger, a butter knife, or
any other blunt utensil over the caulking
before it hardens.

2. Remove excescaulking immediately with a
wet 'cloth and Nvater (latex compounds
only), or the recvmmended solvent.

3: Remove any masking tape before the
caulking sets.

4.IYou can save the contetnts of unfinished.
canridges. If the cartridge does not have a
§nap-on cap, re-seal it by inserting a'
large-headed nail into the nozzle. Wipe
away any excess compound and cover the
nail and nozzle with aluminum foil. Plan tq
use the cartridge up in one seasOn.

Painting the caulking
, Painting 6ver caulking will make it less

noticeable. In the case of oil-based compounds,
painting will also improve daability. Be sure to let
the caulking set for 24 to 48 hours before you paint,
or follow the directions on the cartridge. The caulking
should be hard, and not feel tacky to the touch.

*Low-Cost Option
If caulking materials are not available, stuff

steel wool, plastic bags, aluminum foil, old rags or
newspaper into the cracks.

Tightening Up
Loose Window Panes -

In many older dwellings, the glass panes
themselves maY be loose in the window frame, which
allows air infiltration and heat or cooling loss. You can
apply glazing compound, a putty-like substance, to sear
the pane to the frame.

Tools
I

putty knife.

(114=3
paint scraper or

razor blade scraper

Materials

glazing compound ,

(PAY)

glazier's points
or 15ush points

Working on the outside of the window, use
a putty- knife to apply Putty to the joint
where the pane meets the windOv frame.
Smodth the putty into the crack at
approximately a 45° angle, so that it
adheres firmly to both surfaces.

2. Scrape any excess putty from.the.glass or
fr?me with a paint scraper or a razor blade
scraper.

3. Clean the window after the putty has
setin 24 to 48 hours.

If the pane is very loose, you will first need to put
in glazier's points or push points to hold the glass
snugly against the window frame. You may find
push 'points easier to work with.

I. Glazier's points: hold a point against the
glass and slide it doWrn until one point of the
triangle sticks in the wooden frame. Use a
screwdriver to push it firmly into the wobd.
Tap the screwdriver with a hammer if it is
really stubborn.



Push pointS. slide a point down bemeep
the glass and the wooden frame, tappinig it
gentls with a small-hea(led hammer or putty
knife until the notch is level with the frame.

f
2. Place one point about 2" from each corner

and then every 10" or so.

3. Apply the putty over the points.

Safetyi
I. You may have to use a ladder to reach

some of the areas which need to be
caulked. In that 4:ase:

Make sure the ladder is secure. Don't try
to reach beyond your grasprather get,
down and move the ladder.
Carry your caulking gun with a sling so
that you.can use bath h3nds chmbmg the
ladder. You can make a simple sling from
an old scarf or rag.

2. If you don't wear glasse, it's a good idea to
. Wear safety goggles while you are preparing
the surface. Gloves are good, tooto help
you avoid scraped knuckles.

NOTES:

Types of Caulking
MatiO. -Usesi

Cartridges Used with caulking gun primarily to fill small
to medium cracks -

least expensive 1-2 year's

moderate 5-10 years

moderate 5-10 years

expensive ' more than 20 years (toxic for
3 days afterapplication)

Polyurethane expensive 20 years

Silicone mop expensive tO years,

Oil-based

Latex

Butyl Rubber

Polysulfide

Relative 06st ,

Fillers , Used to fill large cracks (more than 1/4" wide)
, and then covered with caulking compound

Oakum (hemp treated inexpensive indefinitely

with tar)

Glass fiber inexpensive indefinitely

Caulking cotton inexpensive indefinitely

Sponge rubber inexpensive indefinitely

Rope Caulking Good for temporary lobs, around storm inexpensive 1-2 years

windows or between air conditioners and
window frames

Glazing Compound Used to seal between window panes and inexpensive up to'5 years
frames

Check the label to determine
1) the need for a primer coat
2) the recommended method of clean-up
3) the drying time of thq c'aulking compound
4) whether the r aulking rompound can be painted over

;..



WEATHER-
STRIPPING .

No matter where oli*hveputting weather-
stripping around your windows and doors is one of
the suriplest and must inexpensive ways to realize
significant fuel and dollar 'savings. Weatherstrip-
pingusually narrow stnps uf inyl, metal gr felt
Lan redtke air infiltration and drafts in winter and
keep cooled air from leaking out in summer. 1.;nlike
Laulking, weatherstnpping is used to seal craLks and.,
juints on vandow and door parts that move. Install-
ing a loLk on i window will m-ake the seal even
tighter.

There is a wide variety of weatherstripping

products op the market, from the self-stick,
aclhesive-backe,d vinyls -to the higher-priced spring
metal strips and tubular gaskets tkat need to be
nailed into place. (fti this chapter, you'll find a num-
ber of newer plastic alternatives to the more tradi-
tional types. They are better choices because they
combige low cost with durability and ease of apphca-
tion. All the weatherstnpping methods covered here
are installed from the inside.

Windows with similar charactenstits have been
grouped intu two Lategunes: (1) double-hung and
sliding windows, and (2) Lasement, tilting and other
hinged windows. Regardless of the kind of weather-
stripping you ev entually Lhouse, make sure it is de-
signed fur Use on yOur particular windows. See the
Doors chapter for a discussion of weatherstripping ,

doors.

8
1. 0



DOUBLE-HUNG
AND SLIDING
WINDOWS

Note: Directions are gwen for double-
hung windows. Treat a sliding window as a
double-hung windowturned on its side.

Here are twio easy and effective ways
to weatherstrip double-hung and sliding windows.
With one, you merely insert plastic weatherstripping
into the cracks berween the window and the frame.
This method, though, may result in your windows
being difficult to.open. You should make sure that at
least one window in every room can be easily
openedas an altemite means of escape in case of
fire, and for natural ventilation.

While'it is a good idea to keep `winctws closed
during winter, and in summer if you aircondition4
residents of temperate regions may prefer the sec-
ond method described herea durable and inexpen-
sive plastic weatherstripping that allows you to open
the windows easily.

,

Preparing the surface

Materials

cleanser

Tools

putty knife

fl3=1
painr scraper

or

wke brush

sponge
or

et:P
abrasive pad

gloves

I . Remove,dirt, oily grime and loose paint from
the window surface to be weatherstripped.
Use a putty knife, paint scr5per or wire brush
to chip away loose paint.

2. Scour the surface with a good deanser and a
- sponge or abrasive pad, and allow it to dry

completely before you weatherstrip.

In many older buildings, the windows' have
been painted over so many times that the cracks

^between the window and the frame are very irregu- 6

lar. Often the window is difficult to open as a resi\lt.
In many cases, clearing these cracks for weather-
stripping will also make the window work easily
once again. Many hardware stores carry a window
opener specially designed for this purposeit is an
arrow-shaped, thin metal wedge widi a serrated
edge and a wooden or aluminum handle. Just run
the edge up and down in the crack to loosen the
paint. Or use a sharp putty knife. Use.paint re-
mover as needed to complete the job.
4

Triple-Fin Plastic
This ingenious,plastic strip has three

projecting fins, each of 5 different thickness.
One of them should fit your needs.

Installing
the weatherstripping

Materials

A
triple fin plastic

and

"T"-shaped plastiC
(for meeting Mil)

available in a kit with
enough weather-
stripping for a

3' x 5' window.

Tools

scissors,

yardstiCk
or

metal tape measure

putty knife

C=34
hammer

I. Measure the width of the upper window sash
and cut one section of triple-fin weather-
stripping to this measurement.

2. Try thethinnest fin first. Press it firmly into
the crack between the top of the window and
the frame. If it does not remain securely in
place, remove it and insert a thiLker fin.



3. If the fin remains securely in plaLe, «mtinue to
weatherstnp the sides of the window in the
same way.

Note: On solhe windows the crack may be too
narrow even jor the thinnest fin. In this me,
hold the thinnest fin over the crack, place the
blade e),1 the putty knife against the fin and)oush

' the fin into placetap the knife handle gently
with a hammer, if necessary.

4. Measure the length oi the meeting rair(where
the upper and lower windows meet). Cut the
"T"-shaped strip to this length.

5. Insert the bottom leg' of the "T" into the
space between the upper and lower windows.
(The strip may be cut to allow space for the
window lock.)

6. Lock the window to tighten the seal.

"V"-Shaped Plastic
, This altematne to traditional spring metal
weatherstnpping «ime>packaged in rolls. To form
the "V" shape from the flat stnp, simply fold the
strip in half-,---liaing the paper-backed adhesie on
the outside of the "V". Like spnng metal weather-
stripping, "V" plastic fits into the channel the win-
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dow slides in, and does not interfere with opening
or dosing. Unlike spnng metal, it Lan be installed
witliout nails. One caution: this method works.only
with windows that open all the way. If your win-
dows slid., try to Lori:eit the problem, or Lhoose
triple-fin weatherstnpping.

Installing
the weatherstripping

Tools

scissors

yardstick
Or

metal tape measure

Materials

"V.-shaped weather
stripping

Measure tbe height of the lower window sash,
plus 2".

2. With the scissors, Lut four pietes af weather-
stripping to this length.

3. Fold the stnp inebalf, lengamse, with the ad-
hesive side out, forming a flexible "V" shape.

.4".. Raise the lower sash.

5.. Remove a portion of the protective paper from
the strip and press the sticky side to the outer
edge of 1he window channel with the opening
of the "V" facing the outside.

6. Slide the topmost 2" of the stnp up between
the upper sash and the channel. Remove the
paper as you work down the,channel.
Repeat for the thrememaining side cham&
To weatherstrip the =eking rail and the top

'-' and bottoiii of the yindow:

if. Cut three strips the width of the lower sash
(channel-to-channel).

9. On the upper sash, press a strip in place on
the outer edge of the top rail with the opening
61 the "V" facing outside..

On the lower sash, press a strip on the under-
side of the bottom rail.

. I I. On the upper stish, press the last strip along
the bottom edge of the inside of the bottom
rail with the "V" facing down.

Note. SprIng Mt 1(11 let dtherdlIpPing i imlall, d in (1

sinnlar way exeept that the metal tn i nailed or .

tacked into place.



*Low-Cost Options

Materials \
newspaper,

cloth or plastic

clear vinyl

strapping tape
Or

masking tape

..Tools

Most of the air flows in and escapes through
te cracks at the top, bottom, and meeting rails of
your window. To seal these openings:

I. Place folded cloth, plastic or newspaper at the
top, hottorn and Meeting rail of the window.

2. Close and lock the windowfor a dght.seal.
3. If you cart still feel a draft, use strapping tape

or masking tape to further close these.tracks.

CASEMENT,
TILTING AND
OTHER HINGED
WINDOWS

Following are four types, of weatherstdpping
designed for use with casement or other kinds of
hingek windows. Three are equipped with self=stick
adheske strips to ease installation: (1) extrudedtsoft
plastic'sealing bead. svhich is designed specially for
hinged wmdows and is sold in convenient kits; (2)
vinyl-clad foam; and (3) "V"-shaped plastic. The
fourth type of weatherstripping described here
"1.7-shaped plasticclamps directly onto the outer/
edge of the window.

Preparing the surface

Tools

paint scraper
or51

wire brush

eSEP
sponge

1:

.
Materia s
\Na

spray cleaner

I. Remove dirt, oily grime and loose .paint from
the window surface to be weatherstripped.
Use a putty knife, paint scraper or wire brush
to clear away loose or flaking paint.

2. Scour the surface'with a good cleanser and a
. sponge or abrasive pad. AlloW" it to dry com-

pletely before you weatherstrip.

Hinged-Window Seal Kit
You may attach hinged-window weather-

stripping to the window sash or to the window
framewhichever is easier to work on.

Installing
the weatherstripping

Materials

hinged-window
seal kit

(two 9-foot flexible
plastic strips)

Tools

scissors

yardstick.
. Or

metal ope, measure

I. Separate the. strip lengthwise into two sec,-
tions.

2. Start in-the middle of the window sash or
frame, not at a corner. Peel the backing pa-
per from the adhesive and attach the strip. *.

11



3. To fit the strip at the corners, 'cut a small "V"
from the base of the strip, then bend the strip
to form the corner. Attach the strip to the
window.

ISPIOVIO OOOOOOOOOOO

oesos

4. Cohunue to install the strip by pressing the
adhesive against the surface until the seal
reaches completely around the window.

"V"-Shaped Plastic
This alterfilative to the traditional spring metal

weatherstripping is packaged in rolls of flat strip. Tr)
form the "V" shape: fold the thin plastic strip in
half.

Installing
the Weatherstripping

Materials

"V"-shaped
weatherstripping

a

With scissors, cut strips to fit around either
the window sash or the window frame--
whichever is easier.

2. Fold the strips with the adhesive side out to
form the "V" shape.

3. Remove a portion of the protective backing

12
and press the a(lhesive side of the strip into

place, Weping the (4)ening of the "V" toward
the outside of the window.

4. Remove the paper as you work your way
around the wiindow. Tr pressure of opening
and closing the wincl will help to make the
adhesive bond even more secure.

Vinyl-Claci Foam
'This adhesive-backed vreatherstripping is more

durable Ihan traditional foam rubber strips, wriich
tend to wear easily.

Inst3lling
the weatherStripping

Tools

metal tape measure

Materials

vinyl-clad foam
(available packaged '

in rolls)

I. With scissors, cut strips to fit around either
the window,sash or theovindow frame.)

2. Remove a portion of the protective backing,
and press the adhesive side of the strip into
place. The normal opening and closing of the
window will enhance the seal.

"U"-Shaped Plastic
This clamp-on stripping is one of thasitst to

apply. Because the material is clear, it is suitable
for use on jalousied whitlows.

Installing
the weatherstripping-

3

Tools

Silssors,

yardstick or
metal tape measure

Materials

"U"-shaped
plastic



I. Measure the strip to fit around the outside_
edge of the window.

2.: Witf,i scissors, cut strips of proper lengthz-
one for each edge of the window. Cut the
ends of each strip at a 450 angle in order to
form mitered corners_

Slide' the strips into place over the edges of
the window.

tLow:CostOption
, For casement and other hinged windows, use

clear vhiyl strapping tape or masking tape to seal
openings that admit air.

NOTES: fly

NOTES:...

"do
13



, STORM WINDOWS
All windows, even if ( aulked and weather-

stnpped, still lose a great deal of heat through the
glass conduction. The installatioh of strinn win-
dows can reduce this heat loss as well as help block
tur leaks around the window frames.

One of the best insulatori, is trapped air.
V(iii've probably miticed in ctikl weathettthat wear-
ing several thin layers of clothing-keeps you warmer
than weanng one thick laerthe air trapped be-

. tween thelayers is keeping your body warril. Storm
winch)Ws work on the same principlethe air
trapped between the replar window and the sto,rm
window serves a> an excellent insulator, reducing
heat loss through the window. And because they
block heat gain during the air conditioni g season.
storm windows are a good energy con rvation
measure in every region of the count

Therbe are three basic typeg" of s orm window:
the km-cost plastic type that you can ñiae your-
se f; mediurn-pnced removable glass or rigid plastic

lows; and the more expenSive. permanent glass
,.storTh windows. All three are about equally effec-
uve, but the higher-pvtd windows are more at-
tractive and more convenient. They also give you
the option of openiqr your windows to allow for nat-
ural ventilation. .

If you have the opportunity to replace your old
windows, or if ou are building a new house, you
might «insider installing the new thermal windows.
These are made up of two or three panes of glass
with air-sandwiched in between and are also known
as double-glazed or tnple-glazed vTuidows.

Plastic Storm Windows.
Carefully made and installed. plastic storm

windows can be Just as effective as the more ex-
pensive glasl; varjety. The cost, durability and ap-
pearance of the lour types of Installation cicscribed
hrre will depend parth, on the kind of plastic you
use:

Flexible Plastic Films
(packaged in rolls)

I. CIZqr vinyl: durable and transparent, available in
several thicknesses. The thicker the plastic, the
more expensive it is; but the easier it is to work
with.

2. Polyester: niVoved filn now available. It is
inexpensive, durable and highly transparent. One
pew polyester/acrylic film is tough emaigh for
outside use for inside use, the acrylic layer
should face the room.

3. Polyethylene (in 6-mil thickness): inexpensive, not
very flurable, not as clear as other plastics.

Safety: Plastu films are flammable. Do not use near
an7pen :flame or snwke during installation

14

Rigid Plastic Sheets
Plexiglass -and acrylii: Losther and more dura-

ble Ulan films, (losest in ppeardm ( to glass, .easily
scratched, impracti(al for ver, large windows be-
cause of a tendency to buckle.

Preparing the Surface

1

Tools

paint scraper

sponge

Materials

spray cleaner

i?emove dirt...grease and loose paint from the
window frame apd the window sill. Wasli and scrape
if necessarythe cleaner the t-wrface, the better
the tape will hokl.

Tiping Plastic-
to the Window.Frame

Althougli, plastic films or sheets (an be applied
to the outside of the windo,w,, we suggest you Install
them.on the inside. It's aniuch easier iob,*especially
for apartniefit dY'vellers. In addition, it will avoid
moisture problems and the possibility of wind dam-
aire.

Ihstalling the plastk

Tools

tape measure
or

yardstidc

scissors

staple gun

Materials

plastic

1VC
t,aples

tap 2" cle r plastic
tape which is elatively

du able. with good .

app-: ance or
aluminize. tuc tape
which is very durable

but less attractive.
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I. Measure the Width of your largest window
frame and add 4" to determine the width of
plastic you should. buy. Measure the length of
all your windows (allowing 4" per window for borders)
to tell how long a roll of film you will need.

2. Cut the plastic to fit the windowallow a 2"
horiler all .oround. Cut op 'a hilt-free surface, as
lint adlwrus readily to the plastic.

3. Siaple the plastic tightly around the wilidow
frame. Start with the top of the frame, in the
(ente aikri ork fn,m the (enter to the sides.
Then Aretch the plash( to the sill opposite. and
staple it into placetarting agam in the center.
St4plc the remaining two sidesfrom (enter
Out.

4. Taw oNr the stapled edges of the plastic. Po-
sition the tape so that half is On the plastic and
half is on the window frame. Use a good quality
tap'eif it does not, adhere firmly, moisture will
condense. on tlw window pane.

Tips You needn't MITT ouch side with one long
puy of tape, It b.ay be easier to apply smaller pieces,
if tape and overlap them. Mien (mienng a law win-
dow, d be (lisier if someone «In work with you.

Small &les left in the window :frame by the
staples can be costly touched up after you take the
plash( down. Fill them with wood putty or *stir,
wood.

Stapling Plastic
to the Window Frame

With this method. Not' staOle the pla-:tic to the
window frank without taping it. By placing card-
board strips bet weeii the stapks and the film. you
(an mai« a tight se al and help pro ent damage to
the plastic from st.0. holes.

Installin e plastic

Mat Tools

plastic

cardboard strips
about 1/2" wide

tape measure
Or

e-
yardstick

scissors

staple gun

"I. Measure wmdow and cut plastic as in Steps 1
and 2.above.

.2. Measure around the four sides of the window
frame to determine how much cardboard you
will need for each window. Cut strips 'to width
and height of window frame.

3. Holding the plastic in place at the top t4 win-
dow, position a cardboard,strip over the plastic
ond staple it carefully into place. Work from the
center of the strip out to the ends.

4. Stretch the plastk t,tz. sill opposite and stapk
it into place. Staple the remaining sidesagain.
tlways working froM the renter outwavd.

Buying Plasti
Storm Window Kits

There are a number, of relatively itrxpensive
kit'S' on the market which provide the,material to
make sturdy and convenient plastic storm windows.

se 'are designecUor "either (*it side or inside in-
tonation. Use them onithe insidil if your window

frames are fairly flat and smoothotherwise, put
them on the outside.

One kit contains vinyl film and a grooved, plas-
tic channel to hold it in place. You simply attach the
self-sticking channel around thy window frame,.posi-

`tion the vinyl in Ole grooye, did snap wretaining
track into the channel to hold die vinyl in place. The
film can be easi1y'iemovcclfd stOred away when
!'ou don't need it. The lei s available in two stand-
ard sizes, and the pje s can be &it to fit your
neecE. Other kits Lontain only' the channel, whkh you

21 all around the wind9w t2)41 any flexible film.
15
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Buying 9r Making a
Roll-Up Storm Window

For a novel approach to insulating Your win-
dows, you might use clear vinyl shades, which are
offered by a number of companies. The shade func-
tions as a storm wiNow because it can be se ed
on all sides. At the sides and on the bottom, t
shade is held by a track or by magnets; .at the top it
is enclosed in a box. For those times of the year
when you want to open your windows:all you do is
roll up the shade. There is no storage problem.

If you wish to make your own plastic storm
window/shade, or to adapt an existing Shade into an
insulating window, see the chapter on Windo* Insu-
lating Treatments for instructions. One caution: Un-
less you provide a way, to seal all four sides of the
"shade/windoW." it won't work as well as the other
types described above.

Making Your Own
Wood-Frame-and-Plastic
Storm Windows

You. can make a durable and attractive pldt
storm window by building a flat wood frame to hold
a plastic film. It s a moderately easy and inexpen-
sive project.

Tools

hand saw

C.

utility knife

staple gun

tape measure
Or

e
yardstick

4113:=ZD
pencil

car .nter's square

16

Materials

. e
1 "x 2" framing

(specify #2 pine) or
1 "x 3" for iarger

windows to prevent
warping;

screen molding (If
unavailable, use lath

or lattice wood);

plastic film

V5Eal
1/4" leg staples

white wood glue

2,3

Tools ,

. aviszo
hammer

'Optional:

paint brush

eiZA
sanding block

Materials

self-stick
3/4" x 3/4" vinyl-clad

foam
weatherstnpping
c===,.

3/4" fi nishing nails
(wire brads)

1
8 cleat or

corrugated-type
corn& fasteners.

Optional:

paint or stain

Cr gtO
2 small knobs

or drawer pulls

I . Measure the opening where your storm window
is to be installed. If it is 3' by 4 or smaller, use
1" x.2" wood. If it is larger, use I': x 3. wood.
Buy enough wood, screen molding and plastic

;Svith- 2" overlap all aroundto frame the open-
ing.

2. Use the handsaw to cut two pieces of frame
wood 1/2" shorter than the width .(W) of the
opening to allow).room for the weatherstripping.

3. Before you cut the framing for the remaining
two sides (L) subtract 1/2" from the height of
the opening to allow for the weaffierstripping,
and subtract the combined widths of the two
pieces you have just cut. Measure these widths
precisely, since the actual width of a piece of
1" x 2" oc 1" x 3" is often less than the stated
2" or 3".

4. Set the pieces on your work surface the way
they will finally fit together.

5. Put white wood glue on all surfaces to be
joined.

6. Glue the pieces of the frame together to form
square corners. Use a carpenter's square on
the inside corners of the frame to make sure
each corner is truly square. All w enough time
for the glue to dry (follow dir tions on glue
package).
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7. Hammer a t kat or t)rrugated wrner fastener
into each corner.

8. Saw two pieces of screen molding Measuring
the length of tilc frame and two piews measur-
ing the width of the frame.

9. On thie side of the frame witlAut the Lorner fas-
teners, draw a diagonal fine from the inside corner
to the outside corner of the (ame at.each of the
four corners.

I 0.1)raw a line 1/4" from the inner edge of the frame,
all the way around.

I I .Mark the reen molding so you can miter the
ends by placing one edge of the molding on the
strai0it line you have drawn around t1T frame.

'. Then hold the molding in place arfd mark a line
across it at each end, using the diagonal lines you
have drawn on the frame as a guide. Mark the re-
mining molding in the santmay.

I . Cut the molding on the diagonal lines.

iNow hammer the remaining corper fasteners at
ach corner of the side of the frame you have just
used as a mitering guide.

14. If you wish to paint the fritine, do so now before
you install the plastic. Lightly sand the wpod first.
Use two coats of paint or one criat of stain.

I 5. Cut a sheet of plastic film.to allow for 2" of overlap
on each side of the frame.

I 6.Staple the plastic to the piwihed side of the frame.
Star( stapling in the middle of one side, about In"
from the inner edge, and work toward the ends,
pulling the plastic film taut as you go. Start with ei-
ther short side, then do the oppL,site side next. Do
the remaining sides.

4
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I 7. To unproN e the insulating 1, alue of your storm miin-
. Ow, staple a second sheet of plaslic on the tittier

,side of the frame.

I 8. Nail the streen molding to the frarntl, covering the
staples. A

I 9. Trim off the excess plastic. with a sharp utility
knife. Be careful not to score the wixxl and rnin
your painted finish. t

20. Put the self-stick:vinyl-dad weatherstripping
along the outside 'edge of each side of the fraige.

2 I .Install a decorative knob or drawer pull in the mid-
dle of two facing sides of the frame for easy re-
moval.

22. Press the finishelrwindow into plate in your win-
dow *ening.

24
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INSULATING
WINDOW
TREATMENTS

In addition to being decorative,,,SHADES.
SIRTTIERS and CURTAINS can play an important
n)le minsulating your home against wifiThrlchills 'and
summer heat. These devicesespecay if they are
sealed to the wmdow-franwcreate an insu ng
;lir space that cane significantly reduce heat loS's
throUgh the windir.

Such easy, inexpensive steps as adding a.re-
fleove backing to your rolkip shade, lining drapes
with sOcial fabric, or sealing curtains to the Wall
rith magnetic smps %rill yield subst-anual energy
and dollar savings. With the investment of a little
more tune and effort, you can make insulating shut-
Cers or an attractive uilted window shade.

As you know, windows are your biggest heat
losers: they lose almost five times as much heat as
an urtinsulated wall! Even with weatherstripping and
storm vondows, heifl still pours through the glass.
By opting for any' of tlkt, insulating window treat-

,

ments offered in this chi0er, you can, in effect:
turn your vOndows into

Moreover, because sh shutters and cur-
tains are :movable- insulators. t they allovy you the
flexibility: of adding extra insulation when you need it
and removing it Mien you Oon't. They can provide
extra warmth oh Nvinter nights, and be opened or
raised during the day to allow sunlight to enter and
naturally warm the room.-Conversely, on summer
days, movable insUlators such as shades keep hot
airout and teduce your' air condiukik
it cools down at night, you simply roll Op your
shades. For a full discussion of Summer Sun Shad-
ing Opti(ms. see the next chapter.

Used at the right' time and in the right place,
insulating vindow treatments afe a good bet in all
regions. Happily, there is a wide variety of shades,

.shutters and curtains to choose fromto buy
ready-made or make yourself. Your local drapery or
window blinds dealer can give you further athice on
new energy-saving products and materials.

7

Note: In many northern homes, rotting uindme sills
are a (opinion result ql moisture condensation. This
problent tan be further aggravated by Movable insula-
tors because they.kelp the glass even colder, encourag-
ing more londbiSaTila Ustng the Insulator over
storm windows k ono splution to the problem and-
tedl also provido ho tt r proto( tun: against heat loss
and gam. Making sun to imlude a vapor barner
ami edge seals tn your shado or shutter u,ill also
help praent moistun build-Up. Painting unndow
frames and sills with ono of the special low vapor
permeahtlqy pautts is (ago useful.
18

ANATOMY OF A
WINDOW INSULATOR

Not every sbade, shutter or curtain can .serve
as a window ms-ulator. Obviimsly, a sheer nylon
curtain won't be much of a match for January winds.
An effe(tive window insulau)r usually has these,fea-
tures: Ir
.1. Outer covering (faces the n)( ini): Should be

sturdy enouglwo hold the ins.ulation in place and
protect the device fr(nn moistun:. For a shade
or curtain, the outer covering must have some /
body to It. Finn, tightly wovtii fabrics such as
kettlecla, duck and Othst drapery fabrics are
preferable to musillis or other: 1(xise weaves. gr-

Polyester blends wear well and are wnnkle-
fret.. Cottons with a ,permanent press finish,
sudi as"seersucker, plisse or linen upholstery
fabrics: are other good choices. Fabrics should
be shnrik-resisiant.(

2.. Lining material (faces outside): Should be
light in iolor, and resistant to sunlight, mi)isture
and .shnnkaw. For summer use, a white liner
will help to feflect baik sunlightis will any alu-
minized fabric.

3., Insulating material: Provides most of the
device's resistance to heat flow (R-value). It can
be-an air space, polyester fiberfill in sheet form,
on plastic bubble film.

4.-Vapor barrier: A must to prevent condensa-
tion on windows and in the device itself. It can
be flexible plastic film, such as -1-mil polyethyl-

* eite or lightweight clear vinyl. For shades, vinyl
is preferable Alice it tends to crinkle less when
the shade is raised.

5. Edge seals: Ilelp achieve the maximum'R-
value by preventing air flow in and out behind
the device. These can be.self-str'k magnetic
strips, Velcro strips or buttiaiLpr wooden
side clamps. (A top seal is important in sum-
mer.)

I N LATR04
SHADES'-'

Shades are one of the most attractive and con-
venient window insulators available. They can be
installed permanently to Ore you the benefits of
"rnoyable" insulation without the suirage pniblems.

Reirdy-made insulating shades are now availa-
ble in department and hardware stores. One t. om-
pany offers a kit that allow s,yoil to adjhst the shade
width at home to fit y our window perfe,(tly. The
shade is made of opaque i)r translu«.nt vinyl and
comes in different thit knesses and o, ()tors.

You (a6 also make your own shades or adapt
existing shades to give them a higher R-value.,
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Adapting .

Your Roll-up Shade
An existing roll-up shade used over a bare

window,can tedtice heat loss by 34% '(20% When
used over storm windows). if the shade fits cliisely
at the sides of the window (1/4") and is pulled to
within Ye of the sill at night to make an air space
between the shade and the window. Or you can re-
verse the roller,s.o that the shade lies flatter against
the window.

A shade over a bare window can reduce heat
loss by 49% (32% over storms) if you seal the
edges.

Install self-stick magnetic strips on the silks
and bottom of the shade for a Continuous seal.

Glue Velcroh buttons or strips along the
shade and the window at the sides and bottom for a
simpler, buHess efficient, seal,

A shade over a bare window on recIuce heat
loss by over 60%, if you atld a double layer of alu-
Minized plastic film to the window side of the shade.

TOOls

scissors

staple gun

hand saw

duct tape

Materia)s

roll-up shade

aluminized plastic filrn,

"43" wide dowel stick

installing the plastic
I. Cut a piece of aluminized film the width of your

shade and twice the length.
2. Fold the film in half without creasing the bot-

tom.
3. Make sure that,the tv?) enas: of the film fine up

together; staple and tape,them to the roller be-
hind the original shade:

4. With a hand saw, cut the dowel Vi'4 shorter than
the width of the shade.

5. Slide the dowel into the b'otioni fold to hold the
layers of film apart aild help die shade hang
straight. DO NOT attach this bottom dowel to
the shade. As the shade is raised, the dowel
must roll slightly to keep the layers of ..the
shade.even and wrinkle-free.

Note: This design works best when the shade is
mounted inside the-window opening to ketp the dowel

from sliding out.



Making an
Insulating Shade

In the following pages, we offer two kinds of
insulating shades. The'first.is a basic, roll-up shade,
which lends itself to a number of variations. The
iost, appearantand effectiveness of the shade will
depend on the material you choose, Two of the
possibilities ,fabric backed with-aluminized plastic
such as Mylar" and a ilew "emissive" film are
also described.

The seeond is a fashionable quilted window
shade. Though this shade is' more difficult to make,
it's worth the effort; doing it yourself can be up to
50% cheaper than buying a comparable ready-made
shade.

The BaSic Roll-up Shade

Tools

tape measure

scissors

staple gun

awl

screwdriver

hand saw

Materials

shade material of
your choice (some
suggestions follow)

roller (in kit form,
with brackets)(=I

3/4" diameter dowel stick

clear plastie tape '

packageof small
eyelets

ball of heavy
tCevine, smooth finish

s9®
plastic pull rings

Constructing the shi'de
I. Meastire the length and width of your window

inside the frathe. Purchase the shade material in
the closest standard kvidth.

2. Using the-. window width as your guide, buy a
roller and the dowel stick. (Rollers Lome in
standard widths. If needed, a hardware oe.
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shade store can cut the roller to fit your win-
dow.)

3. Cut the shade material to the length of your
window plus 4".

4. Trim the material to fit the roller.
5. Roll the material halfway around the roller,

making sure to line up the edges of the matenal
with the horizontal guide. (Most rollers Lome, I
with a guide. If not, you'll }line to pencil a hon-
zontal mark on either side. The shade won't roll
up evenly if it isn't properly aligned.)

k I
-

taple and tape the material in place.
7. With a hand saw, cut the dowel stick to the

width of the shade.
8. Wrap the bottom of the shade around the dowel

stick with the raw edge facing the window.

Tape and staple the dowel into place.

I 0.0ptional: Tape the edges of the shade with
clew; plastic tape to help prevent wear.

I I .Using the awl to make a. hole, insert *a small,
eyelet into the dowel, and attach a cord and
a ring for the pull. -

I2.Install the brackets and insert the shade.

VariatiOns on
the Basic Roll-up Shade

Use two layers of material instead of one a
white or decorative fabric for the room side of the
shade and an aluminized plastic film, such as My-
lar", as a liner. The fabric and the film need not be
bonded to each other. Just eut the two layers the
same Isize and attach them to the roller together.
(See Step 3, Basic Shade constructon.)

Use a special "lowremissive" film. Tests have
shown that a single-layer shade made from this ma-
terial can match the performance of a storm window
in reducing heat loss. The film, which has the dark-
ening effect of sunglasses, allows about 25% sun-
light through, and at the same time refleds heat
back into the room. Emissive film cat?' be placed di-
rectly the window glass; however, in most re-
gions, pem anent application has the disadvantage of
depriving the dwelling of valuable solar gain during.
the winter. This problem can be solvki-lay using-
the film in a "movable" shade. For maximum cost-
effectiveness, emissive filrnhades can be used on
all windows in northern dmates, but only on south
windows in solithern regions.

4

One cgrnpany manufactures an innovative
1shade/roller with a snap-in flexible plastk spine that
allows you to change shade materials with a mini-
mum of fusS. You just snap out your reflettive filn ?
shades after the summer and replat them with in-
sulating shades when the weatkr cools.

2 7
1
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A Quilted Windov4 Shade
This moderately easy-to-sew Roman shade is

based on a design by the Center for Community
Technology in Madison, Wiseonsin.* The shade,
which hangs inside the window opening, is made of
four layers of material held together by a seam ,

around the edges. and quilting ties arranged in rows.
Because the shade is wider and longer than the
window opening, the sides fold against the window
frame when it:s closed, trapping a layer,of air. The
bottom seal is made by attaching Velcro" to thee
shade corners and the window frame. -

The shade is'installed with a wooden mounting
strip that is screwed into the top Of the window
opening. Before undertaking this project, make sure
that you have a fairly flat surface at least 3/4" deep
at the top of your window opening so you can at-
tach the mounting strip..

To raise the shade, you simply pull.on a set of
nylon cords that are attached to the back of the
sfiade with plastic rings and to the mounting strip
with screw eyes. The shade folds up like an accor-
dion at the top olthe window.

*Detailed plans are now available for an easy-to-
install insulating shade that features tight side seals
for more effective protection..
"Window Warmer" $3.00
Center for Community Technology
1121 University Avenue
Madison', WI 53715

Constructing the shade,

Materials

outer and lining
fabrics (see Anatomy

of a Window
Insulator)

vapor barrier (4
rryl polyethylene or

ght-weight clear
.vinyl) 4

polyester fiberfill
(use 2 layeit if less

than 1/2" thick).

0
1/2"plastic rings

_-

button or carpet
thread

'r4='

nylon twine
(twisted, 210-lb test)

&imp
3 or 4 1/2"-diametef

screw eyes

ki=ti
1" x 2"

wood for mounting
strip

1 2 or 3 flat
wood screws (#8 x

11/2")

3" strip VelcroR

Tools

sewing maelqine
(shade may also, be
sewn.by hand);

metal tape measure

.tailor's chalk or
marking pen

--0*-0:=Q:C=1

For installation: drill
(1/8" and countersink

drill bits)

r c:t3
screwdriver

Aft,-
thumbtacks

Or

staplegun
(1/4" staples)

Materials

a
glue or

double-stick picture
mounts

Fi:/:=1.
0
zii.,
0z
5
a
elm



I. To find the basic measurements, measure the
width (W) of,the window opening. Measure the
length (L) of the window from the top of the
openim to the sill.

2. Cutting the material: For the outer fabric 'and
lining fabric, add 6" to the basic width measure-
ment and 5" to the basic length to allow for
seams and overlap. For the fiberfill, add 2" to
the width and 2" to the length. Cut the vapor'
barrier 6" wider and 4" longer than the basic
measurements. -,

3. Baste the fiberfill to the wrong side of the lining
fabric by hand. The fiberfill should be 1" up
from the bottom and centered from side to
side.

4. Pin the vapor barrier to the wrong side of the
outer fabric, being careful to pin only in the
seam allowance. The plastic should be flush
with the fabric at the bottom and sides and 1"
shorter at the top.

5. With the fabric sides together, sew the outer
"- fabric to the lining on the bottom and sides by

hand or machine. Use a 1/2" seam and a
medium-long machine stitch so the plastic won't
tear. (The fiberfill should not be in the seam.) If

-you use a machine, sew with the plastic under-
neath so it won't stick to the presser foot.

FIBERFILL

LINING FABRIC"

OUTER FABRIC
VAPOR BARRIER
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6. Remove the pins and turn the shade inside out,
making sure to push the corners out. Turn the
top edges in and stitch a 1/2" seam by hand.

7. Quilting: The quilting ties keep the layers to-
gether and hOld- the plastic.rings for the shade
cords. An average window shade will have 3 or
4 vertical rows &ties and 5 to 7 horizontal
rows. The ties can be spaced from 6" to 12"
apart. Make the bottom ties at least 4" from
the bottom edge and space the others evenly
from there to the top. The side ties should be
approximately 5"-6" from the edge of the shade.
(If you increase the number of horizontal rows,
the shade won't protrude as far into the roOm,
but it also won't pull up4is high when opened. If

"you increase the number of vertical rows, the
folds will sag less when the shade is drawn up,
but the shade will be slightly harder to pull up.)

8. With tailor's chalk, a felt-tipped pen, or pins,
mark the spacing of yyur quilting ties. (If you
want the ties to show, work from the room
side of the shade; if not, work from the lining
side.)

L

9. Push 'your needle down through all the layers of
the shade. Attach a plastic ring to the lining side
of the shade by tringing the needle through the
ring, then coming back up through the material
about Va" from the first stitch.

10.Tie the strings loosely together and trim them
to about 1/2" in length. (Don't tie the strings too
tightly. If you crush the fiberfill too much, it will
lose its R-value.)

1 1.Stringing the shade: Cut as many nylon cords as
you have vertical rows of quilting ties. The
ljngth of the longest cord will be equal to twice
the height of the window opening plu§rthe width
(2L + W). The length of the shortesrd will
be twice the height of the window orening
(2L). The middle cord will be equal to twice
the height of the window opening plus half' the
width (2L + 1/2W).



12.Tu keep the cords from unraveling, sear the
ends by holding them in a-match or candle
flame until they melt. Avoid breathing the
fumes.

I3.Tie a Lord to the bottom ring in each row and
thread it up vertically through the remaining
rings in the row. If you wish to pull up your fin-
ished shade from the left side, string the long-
est cord on the right side, and vice-versa.

I4.Cut a wooden mounting strip 11/2" shorter than
the width of the window opening.

I S.Center the mounting strip at the top of the
shade and mark the placement of the screw
eyes by matching with the rings in the top row.

16.Also mark a hole about 6"-8" from each end of
the mounting strip for the two screws that will
attach the strip to the window frame. (Windows
over 30" wide will require more screws.)

17.Drill the holes big enough so that the screws
will just slip through the mounting strip. You
will now have to countersink these holes sip that
the heads of the screws will be slieitly below
the surface of the wood. To do this, drill each
hole with a speCial countersink drill bit.

`

1 I

18.Hold the mounting strip against the inside top of
the window opening. Mark and drill two 1/2"
starter holes in the window frame.

19.Drill l'8" starter holes in the mounting strip
where the screw eyes will go. Put the screw
eyes in.

20.The cords can now be strung throuei the
screw eyes and joined at one side of the shade
as shown in the illustration. Once the shade is
installed the nylon cords can be tied, looped or
braided together.

Ot

I

2 1.Use thumbtacks or 1/4=' staples to attach the
shade to the mounting strip. Lay the shade with
the lining sidt up and center the mounting strip
just below the top of the shade. Fold the shade
over the top and ends of the mounting strip -and
tack in place. You may have to experiment to
get the shade to lie smoothly.

22.Place the whole unit inside the window opening
and screw the mounting strip into place.

23.Cut two 11/2" strips of Velcro'. Attach the stiff
half of the strip 1/2" up frail the bottom of the
window frame with double-stick picture mounts
or glue. Hand sew the soft fuzzy half to the
quilt at the appropriate spot to matdi the strip
on the frame.

-Operating the shade
When closing the shade, fold the edges and

bottom of the shade back toward the window. Pull
the shade downward until it is taut, then press the
Velcro' tabs at the corners.

A number of methods can be used to secure
the- cords so the shade will stay up when it's
opened: 1) loop the cords at the bottom so they can .
be slipped over a peg or hook that is screwed into
the window frame; 2) attach a cleat to the frame
and tie off the cord when the curtain is partly or
fully opened.

Cleaning the shade
Hand wash the shade in warm water with a

mild soap or detergent. Soak for 20 to 30 minutes,
then press out the water by hand. Do not wring.
Air dry or tumble dry at a low temperature. Dry
cleaning is not recommended.

INSULATING
SHUTTERS

ShuttersCan be the simplest and most effec-
tive way of having movable insulation at a reasbn-

'able cost. From the many shutter designs available,
we have selected to relatively easy do-it-yourself
projects: a pop-in shutter, which must be removed
daily; and a'more traditional hinged shutter that is
permanently ins-tailed.

The pop-in shutter is simplicity itself. You
merely cut the shutter material to fit your wiidow
and wedge it into place. The pop-in can be made
frbm pressed cardboard, or even an old carton, and
decorated with the covering of your choice.

The hinged shutter is equally effective, more
convenient, and somewhat harder to make and in-
-stall. It takesup more room space when opened,
but eliminates storage problems as well as the,time
and effort needed to put in and take out the "pop-ins."

23



A Th ernici:ole
Pop-in Shutter

This relatively easy-to-make pop-in is made
from Thermoply", a high-density' cardboard covered
with foil.* The shutter consists of two sheets of
Thermoply' which are held, apart by a wood frame
to create an insulating air space. After the card-
board is glued onto the wood, the panel can be dec-

,1 orated.

Constru g the shutter

Tools

iape measure
or yardstick ,

utility knife

te
metal ruler

hand saw

staplegun.

A1=IM
fine black marking pen

M at erials
Thermoply® panels

V8" thick, available in
4' x 8' sheets. For

economy, the scraps
can be glued or

taped, together for
another shutter.)
*If Ther:Moplyai is not
available from your
local home improve-
ment center, check
with 1)uilding supply
distributors in your
area.

kliEE6
3/4" x V2" pine for

frames

construction adhesive

vinyl-c1adi

foam or "V"-type
weatherstripping

Optional:

aluminum ducrtape

I. Measure the height and width from inside to
inside of the Window trim. To figure out, how
much Thermoply® you will need, multiply the
length times the width and then multiply by
two. For the frame wood, buy an amount equal
to two lengths and two widths.

2. Before' transferring the measurements of your,
window opening to the Thermoply® sheet, sub-
tract 1/4" on all *sides to allow for weather-
stripping. (Optional: Allow 1/2" for 'flat cove
molding-T.-see Decorating Options.) Now, using
a fine black marking pen and a metal ruler,
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draw your pattern on the Thermoply". To sim-
plify cutting, your pattern should be square,
even if your window opening is slightly out of
square.

3. Tape a metal ruler along onc line and carefullv
cut with a sharp utility knife. Although the card-
board is only 1:8" thick, you will probably have
to go over each cut more than once.

4. Move the ruler to the next line and finish cut-
ting out the panel. Then, using this panel as
your pattern, trace and cut out a second panel.
Or if your window measures 3' x 5' or less,
use this cutting guide to make a second panel
from leftover pieces. Tape the pieces together
with aluminum duct tape.

,

5
CUTTING GUIDE

, FOR MAKING TWO
SHUTTERS
3. x 5 OR LESS FROM
ONE 4' x 8' PANEL

TAPE OR GLUE
TOGETHER TO FORM

, A 3. x 5' PANEL

t

5. Using one of the panels as your guide, cut 4
pieces of frame wood to form a rectangle the
same dimensions as the panel.

6. Place one of the panels on a flat surface. Lay
the 4 pine strips along the .outer edge of the
panel to form the frame. Make sure that none
of the pieces extends beyond the edge. Now
apply adhesive to each piece of pine and glue it
in place. Allow to dry.

7. Turn the panel and frame over and staple along
the frame for a stronger bond.

8. Turn the panel so the wood is facing up once
again. Apply glue all the way around the frame.
Press the second panel firmly in place. Allow to
dry. Staple.

9. If you wish to decorate the shutter, do it now.
See the Decorating Options which follow.

10.Install the weatherstripping around the outer ;
edge of the shutter.



I I .Attach a small knob midway tn each side of the
shutter for easy removal.
At this point, the shutter is complete. You just

pop it in place at sundown, and start increasing your
comfort. Remove the shutter in the morning to get
the benefits of free energy from the sun.

Decorating Options:
If you wisIL\ you can paint or cover the room

side of the shutter with paper, fabric, wood or
woo0 paneling, cork, or any other facing of your
choice. Wood veneers can also be glued.on.

You should leave the window side of the
shutter free of decoration so that it will re-
flect sunlight in the summer.

Wood trim can be glued around the ront
edges of the panel for added strength and protec-
tion. This light-weight wood frame is especially
good for panels made by taping scraps together.
Flat cove molding (the width of the panel) can be
used to protect the edges and provide a solid base
for the weatherstripping.

A Pop-in Shutter
Made from Cartons

Pop-in shutters can be made at almost no cost
by gluing sheets of corrugated_cardboard together
with white glue to a thickness of 1/2". The dges of
the cardboard should be taped with masking or duct
tape for strength, wear-resistance and waterproof-
ing. You can also tape plastic or aluminum foil on
the window or the room side of the shufter to wa-
terproof it against any condemation on the glass.

The room side can be painted or covered Vith fab-
ric or paper.

Large refrigerator boxes are an excellent
source of double-thickness cardboard and provide .

large enargbSh-Yeto-rnake-a window-size panel.
Furniture stores are another good source of large
cardboard cartons.

A Hinged Shutter
following plan is based on an insulatirig

shutter designed by the Homesworth Corp. of
Yarmouth, Maine.* The shutter consists of two
panels which are hinged to the inside of the window
frame. Each panel is made of two sheets of
high-density Thermoplylt cardboard separated by
four strips of wood. ThiS inner frame creates an
insulating air space between the 'cardboard sheets
which is one reason for the shutter's high R-value
(R-6).

*Complete shutter kits are airailable in 3 sizes:48"
x 32"; 56" x 36"; 62" x W. For additiOne,l information
contact:

Homesworth Corp.
18 Main Street
Yarmouth, ME 04096

Corktructing
the shutters ,

Materials
Thermoply" panels
(1/8" thick, 4' x 8';

3/4" x 1/2" pine for
frames and for sill stop

construction adhesive

"V"-type
weatherstripping

2 sets of 3/4" x 11/2"
loose-pin hinges

421 4129
knobs

32

Tools ,

tape measure or
yardstick

c. 4
utility knife

hand saw

staple gun

C=C:=3
screwdriver

s===s0
1" finishing nails

(wire brads)

At1=1M)
fine black marking pen

25



I. Measure the length (L) and width (W) from in-
side to Insid( of the window tnm. To figure our
how much Thermoply". you will need, multiply
Che length times the width and then multiply by
two. For the frame wood, buy an amotnt equal
to four lengths and two widths. The sill wood
(preents the- shutter from closing too far)
should equal the width of the sill.
Note: The edge allowance used m cuttiiig the
Thermoply" gives you some leeway if your win-
dow open* is slightly out of square. However, if
your window frames are really sagging, we sug-
gest that you don't make these shutters.

2. Before' you transfer the measurements of your
window opening to the Thermo*" sheet, sub-
tract 3/8" from the length and 1/4" from the' width
to allow room for clearance. Now, draw your
pattern on the Thermoply" with a fine black
marking pen and metal ruler.

3. Tape the mcfal ruler along the line and carefully
cut v.ith a sharp utility knife. Although the card-
board is only V8" thick, you will probably have
to go over each cut more than once.

4. Move the ruler to the next lide and finish cut-
ting the panel. Then, using this panel as your
pattern, trace and cut out a second panel, or
put ohe together from scraps (see Step 4, POp-
in Shutter).

5. Carefully measure Kalf the distance across a
panel and malte a mark at both ends. Using the
utility knife and taped metal ruler, cut the panel
in half. Repeat for the second panel.

6. Using one of the panels as your guide. cut 8
pieces of 34" x 1/2" pine to form two _rectangles
the same dimensions as the panel.
Everything is now ready for assembly.

7. Place wie of the panels on a flat surface. Lay 4
pine stnps on the outer edge of the panel to
form the frame. Make sure that none of the
pieces extends beyond the edge. Now, apply

, adhesive to each piece of pine and glue it in
place. Allow to dry.

8. Turn the panel and frame over and staple along
the frame for a stronger bond.

9.. Turn the panel so the wood is once again facing
u0 Apply glue.all the ay around the frame.
Press di)} second panel firmly in place. Mow to
dry. Staple.

10. Assemble the second shutter.
I I. Decorate the room side of the shutters with the

fabric or covering of your choice. The outer
facc should be left uncovered to reflect back
sunlight in the summer. Add knobs so that your
"wall" can be turned bick into a window at sun-
nse.

12. Fasten two sets of 34" x 1/4" loose-pin hinges 6"
from the top and bottom of the shutter.

13. Add "V"-typt: v.eatherstripping to the.hinge 3
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edge of the shutter and along the top edge.

Installing the shutters
. Place a scrap piece of-Thermoply under each

shutter while holding it in place. Nlark the lika-
tion- of both hinges against the inside of the win-
dow:.

2. Remove Ole pins from the hinges and separate
the two pieces. Take the loose piece and fasten
it to the trim, smg an aWl tustart the screws. .

Note: If your :widow trim is madt of metal, you
will have to drill holes fur the screws and use
metal self-tapping screws.

3. Mount the shutters bY slipping the hinges
together and reinserting the pins.

4. Nail a strip of 3/4" to 1" pine with a weatherstrip
to the inside of the sill so that the shutters
close tiglitly against it and remain flush with the
window tiirn.

5. The sliufters should be slightly too wide for the
space so that moderate force is required to'
close them. If your,shutters don't fit snugly
enough, add a piece of weatherstripping to the
meeting edge of one. If that,doesn't do, install a
cabinet "bullet catch" at the bottom of one of
the shutters.

INSULATING
CURTAINS AND
DRAOERIES

Properly designed and used, curtains and
drapes can be an effective, practical and attractive
way to insulate your windows. In this section: we
present four strategies forinaking your existing cur-
tains better insulators. You can opt for any one or
use a combination of tech ques. Youll also find
some hints that will help if 'ou're thinking of buying
neW curtains or drapes.

To be an effective insulator, the curtain should
incorporate the same bask features of all movable



insulators, as describedi in "Anatomy of a Window
Insulator" a the beguiling of this chapter.

Liners
The simplest way to increase the R-value of

your curtain is to hang a second iayer behind it.
This liner can be a tightly woven, light-colored, sun-
and moisture-iesistant fabric, an. aluminized fabric
such as Milituni', or a reflective plastic film. The
material can be pinned or sewn to the top or hung
from the curtain hOoks. (Note: Some plastic films
cannot be sewn.) By hanging free; the liner creates
an additional air space. If the liner is reflective, it
will bounce back radiant energy in winter and sun-
light in summer.

Bottom Seals
Bott4)m seals are needed to keep cold air

trapped behind the curtain.

Attach a flexible magnetic strip to the inside of
the curtain liner hem. Mount the corresponding strip
on the wall or the edge orthe trim.below the window.
If the liner is thin enough and the magnet strong
enough, you may be able to sew the strip inside the

fr bottom hem.

A clamping bar, elastic cord or weighted stick
can be used to seal the bottoms at the sill or the floor.

Putting a length of curtain chain inside the
bottom hem is a good way to seal a floor-length
curtain that drags and cloSes in folds.
Note: If there are heating and cooling ducts directly
beneath the windows, curtains should not be sealed
over them. Install a deflect& (atjjable at hardware
stores) and seal the bottom edge Tf the drapes in the
trough behind it.

N

Side and Center Seals
Without side and center seals, heated room air

gets in behind the curtainwhere it is cooled and
condenses on the glass. The cool air then returns
to the room to be heated once again, eating up
more of your fuel dollars.

Permanently seal one or both sides of the cur-
tain to the wall by screwing a thin wood strip over
the curtain.

Temporarily seal the sides with:

Slipcover tapePurchase two fabric st*ps
with snaps, double the length of the windovv. Machine
stitch one of the strips of tape to the side hems of
the "curtain. Snap the other on to the tape you've
just sewn atid rehang the curtain. NowTress the
strips against the edge of the window trim or wall..
As you unsnap Or, tape, thumbtack or staple the
wall strip into place for a perfect alignment.

,

,c
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Double-face carpet tapeCut piecks of tape .

the length of the side trim and press it into place. Re-
move the outer proteitive paper and press the cur-
tain,to the tape.

the center of the curtain is more difficult to
seal since it's limited to the reach of the person

1 MT doses or opens the curtain each day. Flexible
magnetic strips sewn onto the Meeting edges of the
curtains seem to offer the besr solutitn.

Top Seals
Top seals are important for -keeping wArra,

moist room air from condensing on the glass in win-
ter and for keeping hot outside air from entering
the room in summer.

Tools

ruler
or

tape measure

scissors
tr

khife
A

stapler and stables
or

CI Ado"

thuml?tacks

Materials
heavy cardboard

(use recycled boxes)

duct or masking tape

A cardboard cover
I. Measure the distance between the top rod and

the wall. Measure the length of the rod.

2. Tape or staple pieces of cardboard togetheeun-
til the needed length is.reached. Cut to the
needed width. For better blockage, cover the
cardboard with self-stick vinyl.

3. Staple or ditimbtack One edge of the cardboard
along the top of the window casing, resting the
other edge on the rod. A cover is now formed
'to stop air currents.

A cloth cover
You cAn adapt your valance by.sewing sturdy,,,
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firmly woven cloth acrossythe top to form an "awn-
ing", and then stapling or thumbtacking the free
edge to the top of the window casing.

Tools

ruler
r

tape measure

sewing machire
(can also be sewn

. by hand)

heavy-duty stapler
and staples

-Cr
&Roo

thumbtacks,
4

Matérials
sturdy fabric

thread

I. Measure e length of the valance and add 2"
for side hems. Measure the distance between .
the valance and the wll and add 1" for the
hem. Cut fabric to siz

2. 'On each end. stitch a 1/2" double hem. On one
a9g edge, turn under and stitch a 1/2" double
hem.

3. Place the material so that the unfinished edge is
at least 1/8" from the top of the wrong side of
the valance. Be sure that the material doesn't
interfere with the rod casing or other fastening
thakholds the valance to the rod. Baste or ma-
chine stitch the material in place.

4it



4. Rehang the valance. Thumbtack or staple the
remaining edge of the material to the viindow
casing.

a

NOTE'S:

-.

_

(Note: Both the above adapted from Conn. Exkn-
sion Service instructions.)

Tip v

,

Curtains can be effective in non-wirglw situa-
tions too!

Use over doorways arid archways where a door
has been removed or cannot be easily installed.

Use curtains over sliding glass doors.
Hang a heavy curtain, tapestry or rug,over a

cold exterior wall. fa
NOTES:
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MORE THAN
60% OF
SUN'S RAYS
ARE DEFLECTED
BACK BY
WINDOW SHADE

I

$UN SHADING
\ "OPTIONS

In this (haptei, mu will
to make your home tour(' ug
aid keep air k lii i ii3a ming bills
,pres.unted here ar applicable
imuntrN, but shoud be of spe

i'dent,, of the Sun Belt .

find a anet, of ways
nfortable iii sununer
low. The tet hniques
to all regions of the

(-IA interest to rem-

The uii liadiiig clod( es we (6(nbe are ef-
ft.( tie a 11),Ibit CllahlA insulators bet ause they, ,
32

block heat from entering the room. In sumnier, the
heat coming through a sunny wmdow can be more
than ten times that of an adjacent wall. In addition,
sun'shading devices give you the flexibility of adding
insulation where and when you need it. By using
easily reinovable s*Lading devi(es br (awfully de-
signed peniwnent features, you hae the benefit of
shaduig our tkiiKlya. in summer and allowing
those same windows to wiled sunlight in winter.

As a rule, OUTSIDE shading devices, such as
awningsare the motitAfettiNe betause they inter-
cept the sunlight before it call read] the window.



But INSIDE treatments. such as sha&s, shutters.
and special films that are applied directly to the wtn-
dow, can be a big help, too. You might also con-
sider LANDSCAPING for a "natural" solution to
some of .your shading problems.

As an added cooling Measure, open all your
windows to create cross ventilation. A whole-house
attic fan is another excellent cooling device. It pulls
the cool Ifir.through the house and the hot air up
and out, facilitating cross ventilation.

,INSIDE SHADING
OPTIONS-

7

Many of the insulating window treatments
presented in the last chapter can be equally
effective as summer shading delices. One
disadvantage is the blocked view.

Shades
Followmg are sow suggestions Tor roll-up

shades that either block the sun completely or keep
out most of the sunhght while still allowing y ou to
see through. For instructions on how to adapt an
okl shade or make d new one, see the chapter on
Insulating Window Treatments.

Room
Darkening Shades

By using,an;alummized plastic fi4m, such as
Mylar , you can make a shade which will reflect
back most of the :;unhght stnking the window. If
the inMenal is shiny on both sides, it will also
bounce heat,back into the room on wmter nights.
Aluminized plastic film can also be installed i&s a
second sheet behind y our regular shade or as a
free hanging liner behind curtains (see Insulating
Win(low Treatments).

Note: These films cannot be sewn, they must be
staPled or Wed.

Light-Filtering Shades
By using a special "sun control" film now on

the market, you can make a roll-up shade which will
block up to 75% of the sunlight entering your
window. This refle'ctive rilrn, which'has a darkening
effect like sunglasses, helps to prey* fabric from
fading, cuts down glare, and gives you daytime
privacy-while allowing you to kx)k out. Before
purchasing the film, you should make sure that the
bi-and you choose is recommended by the
inamifacurrer for use in roll-up shades.

In southern regions, you inlAht consider
applymg this film permanently to the glass of your

' west and east windows to filter the strong, direct
. rays of the sun.

Apphong the film permanently is impractical in
other parts of the country, since it would have to r 4 0

*I)

be renaosed from all windows ekery winter to take
alvantage of solar gain. A reflectie film shade
makes much more sense.

Adjustable Shades
Vinyl window shades that can be adjusted to fit

the width of your windows are also avaibble as
room darkening or light filtering shades. The roller
can be made to fit -the inside of any yindow frame.
The sbade itself is trimmed to We bv a,tab,
and discarding the e.xcess.

OUTSIDE
SHADING OPTIONS

Exterior shading devices are more effective
than interior shades. or drapes because they block
the sunlightsbefore it hits the window.

Roll Blinds and Shades
Simple roll blinds of bamboo, reed, or vinyl are

the cheapest and easiest to install. Woven reed,
purchased in 15-foot-wide rolls, can be placed in
wpoden frames or hung on hooks so it can be rolled
up. This versatile material can also *made into
blinqs for sliding,glass doors or windows. The blinds
nde on casters at the bottom and are slipped
through a recessed channel at the top.

All blinds will eventually rot when exposed to
the elements. For preventive care: roll up the
blinds after they are completely dry; lash them
down so they won't flap and tear; replace frayed
cords before they break; and store your blinds
during the winter and long rainy periods.

You can also make outside shades from
camas, shade cloth, burlap, or any fairly durable
material. Canvas shades give a tailored look, and
offer the options of spring-tension, roll-up or crank
operation.

Fibeiglass Sun Screens
Prorr ventilation and shading can substantially

cut down on your air conditioning load. New, inex-
pensive fiberglass screens with a special weave can
be easily installed in place of regular screens to
shade open windows and keep out inse.
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ThesAcreens block.out 75%, of the heat and
glare': yet allow in light. The effect is somewhat like
looking through tinted glass or sunglasses. These
screens should be removed in the fall when you in-_ _ _

stall your storm windows.

Awnings'
Awnings are especially goOd energy savers be-

cause they stop the sun's rays before then can en-
terlyour home. A fabric, metal, or fiberglass awning

.can lower indoor temperatures 8 to 15, and re-
duce your air conditioning load by as much as 25%.

Awnings are av'ailable in a váriet3pf materials
and styles to fit all window types.

LANbSCAPING
Trees, aflower-covered trellis, or an arbor

laced with vines are some of the "natural" summer
shading alternatives.

Trees
Trees help keep a' dwelling cool in two ways:

by blocking direct sunlight, and by keeping the
gound and air in the shaded area cooler, thus slow-
inghpt. flow into the hotise.

'The amount of shade provided depends on the
type of tree you choose. Deciduous trees, such as
poplars, give good shade in the summer and let
sunlight through in the winter, once they drop their
leaves..Everigeens also provide excellent shade,
with no leaves to be raked in the fall. However, if
they are planted on the south side, this advantage is
probably far outweighed by the amount of solar en-
ergy you lose. Lower shrubs are Useful on the west
and east sides of the house to block the sun'§ low-
angled rays in the morning and afternoon.

Trellises
Since trees generally gow slowly, it may pay

to -choose varieties which gow up to 3 feet per
year. Another solution is to build a vertical or hori-
zontal trellis and train deciduous vines, such as
American bittersweet, Chinese wisteria, muscadine, -
or Lady Banks rose. You can enjoy their foliage,
flowers, and fruit during the summer and still
have the area open to the warming rays of the sun
in the winter.'

'Evergeen vines such as yellow jasmine and
evergeen pyracantha can be used for a shade all
year long but, as widi the evergreen trees, if they
are used on the south side, the winter loss of solar
energy is significant and will increase the dwelling's
heating load.

Removable ttellises can be.made to fit the in-
side of sunny windows to hold vines during the
summer months, or you can use lots of hangjng
baskets instead.
34

*Arbors
If you have a sunny terraLe, deLk, ur garden

that needs shading, or would like to build a shaded
summer deck that admits sun during the winter,
vine-covered arbor cduld be for you. Constructing
an arbor requires carpentry skills and A good set of
plans. It is advisable, to check with your local zoning
board before you begin:, since a permit and inspec-
tion may be required.

The same vines listed in the trellis section are
su'itable for arbors, in addition to grape vines which
will give you the added benefit of fruit. Ask your
local nursery about varieties suited for your area.

Place,your arbor on either the west or south
side of the dwelling. Arbors on the east side will
only get sunlight during the cooler morning hours
and north side arbors provide no shading benefits.
A west-side arbor provides the best shading in the
summer for both the house and anyone using the
terrace or deck during the hot afternoon.

N OTES:
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DOOR
TREATMENTS

`Doors, like windows,_are big energy losers.
While a wooden door will generally lose less heat
than an average window, door leaks still put a sig-
nificant strain on heating or air Londitioning sys-
,tems. You would never dream of allowing a 6-inch
square hole in the middle of y our front door to go
unrepaired. Yet an innocent-kmking V8-inch space
between a door and its frame provides an escape
route for the same amount of heated or coded air
as that 6-inch hole! Clearly, to save energy and dol-
lars, caulking and weatherstripping your exterior,
docirs are a must. You'll find complete instructions
on caulking around doors in the chapter on Caulking.

Weatherstripping interior doors is useful, too,
since it stops the movement of cold or warm air

ANATOMY OF A DOOR

from room to room. Tightening up your inside
doors will enable you to isolate much-uSed rooms

.

from the rest of your horne_so_thatheating ancLair____
conditioning can be concentrated where they are._
needed-most.

In this chapter, we describe a number of easy
to-install plastk alternatiws to the traditional spring
metal weatherstripping for the tops and sides of
doors. To seal door bottoms, we have sdeLted the
simplest of the available options.

Once you have caulked and weatherstripped a
door, you may wish to add a storm doora
wooden one with 50% glass will almost double the
R-value of your present door. Aluminum storm
doors are not as effective, however, because the
metal frame Londucts heat so readily. At the end of
this section we present some less expensive, do-it-
yourself ways to add insulation to your doors.
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WEATHERSTRIPPING
Two types of weatherstripping are regularly

used-to seal a door-For-the-smaller-spaces-around-
the top and sides_of _the door, _a window,type_
weatherstripping is adequate. Larger gaps at the
bottom of the door require a more heavy-duty
weatherstripping to withstand the wear from re-
peated opening and dosing.

Around
the Door Frame,

Flex and "V"-shaped plastictwoinexv
alternatives to spring metal weatherstrippingare
recommended for use around the top and sides of a
door. Because these strips attach to the door frame
with self-stick adhesive rhther than nails, they are
easier to install than metal, and they are suitable for
use on metal frames as well as wood.

The flex strip is available in a kit 4edal1y de-
signed for use on doors. The "V"-shaped plastic is
packaged in rolls and can also be used for windows.

Note: Some paints resist adhesives. If the weather-
stripping does not stick well to the door frame, rein-
force it with staples.

Preparing the surface

I. Make sure the area.around the frame is free of
all dirt, oily grime and loose paint. Use a putty
knife, paint scraper or wire brush to chip away
loose or flaking paint.

2. Scour the door frame with a good cleanser and
a sponge or abrasive pad. Wait until the area is

dry or the adhesive won't stick.
ForlItors that have been painted so many

times that they don't close properly, weatheri-
stripping will be of little value until you make
the doors fit their frames properly once again.

I. Use a Surformk plane to shave extra paint off
the door at the points where the door rubs the
frame.

2. Use a paint scraperand lots of elbow
greaseto remove excess paint around the
door edge. Places where the paint chips off the
face of the door during this cleaning can be filled
with spackling putty. The door face may then
have to be repainted.

Flex Strip Door ,Kit
The flex strip has two adhesive sides. One

side fits against the door frame, and one against the
door stop. The flexible, hinged third sulface con-
tacts ihe door, and stops air and heat flow.

Check the space (1) between the door edge
and the frame and (2) between the door face and

the stop (see illustration). The flex strip.should be
attached so that the hinge of the strip fits in the
wider of these two spaces.

Materials- Tools

0
cleanser

I t"---7)
putty knife

re3=3.

paint scraper or

Tools 5}71:
wire brush ,At

glOves

sponge or

egP
abrasive pad

CON'TACT
SURFACE

ADHESIVE
SURFACE

WI DEST
SPACE
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FRAME'

WIDEST
SPACE
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Materials

flex strip door kit, in-
cluding two pile cor-
ner seals for added

protection at the bot-
tom edges of the

door.

Tools

scissors

yardstick or
metal tape measure

Instaliing the flex strip
I. Install the weatherstripping at the top (header)

of the door firsi. Cut the strip with scissors to
fit the header. The corners May be either mi-
tered or overlapped. For mitered corners,
cut the ends of the top and side strips at a 45°
angle.

2. Peel back about 3" of protective paper from the
side of the strip between the hinge and the
other adhesive side. Completely remove the
protective paper from the remaining side.

3. Press the completely exposed adhesive surface
against the frame or the stop.

4. When the strip is held in place with this adhe-
sive, bend the strip slightly away from the stop
or frame so you can remove the protective pa-
per from the remaining surface. Release the pa-
per gradually, 3" or 4" at a time, bending the
stnp away from the frame as you go along only
enough to ine yuu room to remove the paper.
Press firmly into place.

5. For the sides, cut strips 2" shfrter than the
height of the door to allow room at the bottom
for the wrner seals. Install the side pieces as
described in steps 2, 3, and 4.

6. Attach the pile corner seals last. Peel off the
protective paper from the self-adhesive surface
and press the corner seal firmlY into place at
the bottom of the frame.

"V"-Shaped Plastic
"V"-shaped plastic weatherstripping has a self-

adhesive strip on one side. To form the "V" shape,
simply fold the plastic strip in half, \keeping the ad-
hesive face on the outside of the "V."

Installing the "V" strip
.I. Install the weatherstrip at the header of the

door first. Cut thetstrip with scissors to fit the
header. The corner may be either overlapped
ur mitered. For mitered corners, cut the ends
of each strip at a 45° angle.
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Materiali Tools

roll of
plastic w

"-Shaped
6rstrippin

scissors

yardstick or
metal tape measure

Z. Fold the strip in half with the adhesive side on
the outside of the resulting 'V."

3. eel back about 3" of the protective paper from
the adhesive side of the strip.

4. Press the strip in place along the header, gradu-
ally$femoving the protective paper as you go.
The point of the "V" should face the direction in
which the door opens.

5. Cut two pieces to fit the sides. Attach to door
frame by following directions in Step 4.

Door Bottoms
There are many ways to seal the space be-

tween the bottom of th e. doOr and the threshold.
Some of the factors you should take into aCcount in
deciding which to use are the location of the door,
the ease of installation, and the appearance of the
door .seal.

Outside doors require durable, tightly fitting
weatherstripping. If you are willing to sacrifice ap-
pearance, you can mount the strip on the outside of
the door where, in addition to blocking air flow, it
Will protect your entryway against rain and dust.

For interior doors, a less rugged and less no-
ticeable bottom seal will do, sinceit must stop only
internal drafts. In either instance, you should avoid
door seals that require taking the door off its hinges
for installation:

Door Sweeps
A door sweep is the easiest way to seal the

bottom of a door. A sweep can be mounted on the
inside or outside of the door so that its brush or
plastic strip touches the floor or butts against the
threshold. Some door sweeps are made with a flexi-
ble plastic mounting strip which enables you to ad-
just the sweep to allow for an uneven floor.

Installing a door sweep
I. Cut the sweep to the width of the door, using

the hacksaw or scissors.
2. ff the sweep has a self-adhesive strip, peel back

the protective paper and attach the sweep



firmly to the bottom of the door. If it attaches
with screws, first place the sweep into position
at the bottom of the door, and make starter

Jaolesior_the stiews by pushing the awl or nail
punch into the doior through the holes in the
sweep. Insert the screws.

Note: The sweep should fit snugly against the thresh-
vld when the door is shut, but also permit the door to
open and close easily. A self-acthesive sweep may need
to be reinforced with tacks or staples to withstand re-
peated opening and closing.

Materials

door sweep kit

Tools

hacksaw
(for metal sweep)

Or scissors
(for plastic)

screwdriver

awl or nail punch

.80

Fabric Draft Stopper
Environmental factors such as soil shrinkage

or settling can sometimes result in new gaps under
doors, even those that have been weatherstripped.
To solve this problem, you can make a decorative
fabric draft stopper, like the one designed by the
Connecticut Extension Service.

This easy-to-sew, flexible tube can be filled
with sand or other filler and plaLed acrtiss the bot-
tom of the door. A loop at one end allows you to
gliang up the draft stopper when it's not in use._ On
inside doors, this simple and mexpensie devi-te Lan
block the movement of warm or cold air within your
home.

Making4the'draft stopper

Materials

fabric for two tubes
inner tube sturdy
tightly woven fabric.

wide and long
enough to fit across
door and frame plus

2". outer tube
sturdy, deep colors
same measurement
long, but 6" wide,

loop -(fabric, colored
shbelace. etc,.)

heavy-duty thread

Tools

sewing machine
(can also be sewn

by hand)

,

Materials
sand (one pound

per foot of fabric length)
Or

old nylons cut into
strips. fiberfill. saw-

dust or cat litter,

I. Fold tAe inner tube material lengthwise, right
sides together. Using a small back stitch, sew a
1" seam along the long edge and one end. If
you're using a sewing machine, use small
stitches and sew a double seam.

2. Turn the tube right side out.
3. Fill this tube with the filler of your choii7e.

Make a paper funnel to fill easily with sand. The
tube should be firm when filled, yet be able to

0
p bend.
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4. Fold in the raw edges at the open end and
stitch securely.

5. Fold the outer tube material lengthwise, right
Sides together. Insert the loop in one end.

6. Use small back stitch to se ±5. the long edge and
the end with the loop.

7. Turn the tube right side out.
8. Work the filled inner tube into the outer decora-

tive tube. The fit should be snug. Fold in the
open end and stitch closed.

DOOR INSULATION
By adding insulation to outside doors you can

increase their R-value and significantly reduce the
loss of heated or cooled air. In addition to storm
doors, there are several ways to cut down air flow
through doorways.

Tools

C. A
utility knife

metal ruler

-.mm004=3
hand drill

C.=
screwdriver

awl

marking pen

a

Materials

*rylic plastic sheet
(0.08" thick)

4::Z4
#8 round-head screws

(aluminum, stainless
steel or brass)

piece of thick
scrap wood

Note: To avoid
scratching the
acrylic, use special
care in handlidg it.
Most acrylic sheeting
comes,with a pro-
tective overlay of pol-
yethylene film. Do
not remove the film
until the job is done.
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Acrylic Panels Over,
Door Windows

The glass-portion of a-door-is particularly-vul-
nerable to heat loss. Chering the door windows
with a sheet of acrylic plastic is one way to reduce
heat loss. This riOd plastic is tougher than glass, al-
though it does scratch very easily.

Installing the plastic
I . Measure the window portion of your door and

add 4" to both the length and the width.
2. Mark a section.of acrylic with these dimensions

using a marking pen and metal ruler.

3. Tape the straightedge to oneiJf the marked
lines. Using a utility knife, score the plastic half-
way through. This may take a few passes with
the knife.

4. Place the panel on your work table so that the
scored line is lined up with the edge of the
tablekeep the scored side facing up. Bend
the plastic sheet down, away from the cut, until
it snaps. Finish cutting the rest of the panel.

SCORE UP

TABLE

5. Drill holes for the screws. Using a drill bit
slightly larger than the screw, drill a hole in
each corner, 1" from either edge. Place a piece
of scrap wood under the work so the drill bit
enters the wciod after passing through the
acrylic sheet.

6. Space holes around the perimeter of the sheet
about 6" apart, and 1" in from the edges.

7. Hold the plastic over the window on the inner
face of the door. Mark the door through all the
drilled holes.

Using an awl or a chill bit thinner than the
,screws, make starter holes in the door for the
'Rcrews. Be careful not to drill completely
through the door.

9. Clean the acrylic with a Hid detergent and wa-
ter, using a damp, soft, lint-free cloth. Rinse
and-allow the surface to air-dry. Note: Make
sure the door wthdows are clean before installing
the plastic.

8.



10.Screw the acrYlic sheet to the door. Don't
screw too tightly, or you may craik the acrylic.

15i1,

*Cardboard Panels
on 'Door Face
'A Low-Cost
Insulation Step

A particularly cold and drafty outside door can
be insulated very mexpensivdy by adding a cmru-
gated cardboard panel to the door's inner face. Af-
ter the cardboard has been installed, it can be
painted or decorated vith the covering of your
choice. Refrigerator or furniture c ons are an ex-
cellent source of double-thicknes cardboard.

Installing the cardboard

Materials

orrugated cardboard

double faced tape

1'4" Screws
with washers

O
white glue

Tools
(- A

utilfty knife

tape"measure
or

yardstic k

awl

c=C:=
,.screwdriver

I. Measure your door and add 2" to both width
and height to cover gaps between the door and
the frame.

2-. -Cut a cardboard pcniel-to-these dimensions, or
tape smaller pieces together o fit these meas-
urements.

3. Cut a hole for the door knob and cut slots for
the hinges.

4. Attach the panel to your door with double-sided
tape. Push an awl through the cardboard into
the door to make holes to start the screws. To
reinforce the tape attachment, use screws and
washers every 12" around.the perimeter of the

\ door, about 2" or 3" in from the edges.

THE "FORGOTTEN"-
DOORS,

Don't neglect attic entranceways, cellar and
garage doors, and sliding glass doors.

Attic entrance ways
Weatherstrip the entrance to the attic in the

same way you would a door. Treat the opening as if
it were the door frame. Enter the attic and close
the stair. Attach vinyl-clad foam weatherstripping to
the attic frame so that it butts against the stair
when the stair is closed into the ceiling.

Cellar doors
Use vinyl-clad foam weatherstripping for this

job. Treat bi-fold cellar doors as you would case-
ment windows (see Window Weatherstripping),
sealing around the inside edges of the door frame
and where the two doors meet. If foam is too thick
for the meeting edge, use "V"-shaped plastic
weatherstripping on one edge.

Garage doors
Some companies manufacture a special vinyl

weatherstripping in 9-foot and 16-foot lengths for
the bottoms of garage doors. Sealing off an attached
garage provides one more buffer between the living
area of your house and the outside climate.

Sliding glss doors
Use a vinyl-clad foam strip, or flex, or

shaped weatherstripping at the sides of th, frai
where the door meets the frame. Sliding glass
doors are really just large sliding windows. After
you weatherstrip them and caulk around the, frame,
refer to the chapter on Insulating Window Treat-
ments for ideas on how to keep this large expanse
of glass from being a major source of heat loss or

4 on.
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INSULATION
ded with discretion, insulation can save en-

-1rgy_ancL ollars legons of the MWALY..__MelL
it's cold, insulation prevents heat from escaping.
through colings.-floors and walls to the house's un-
heated spacesattics. garages. basementsand,
ultimately, to the outdoors. When it is warm, insu-
lation keeps the outdoor hegt from flowing through
the house into the rooms you wish to keep cool.

Because its primary characteristic is the ability
to resist heat flow, insulation is usually measured in
terms of resistance or R-value, not inches; 4Y2
inches of insulation with R-4 is jusf as effec-
tive as 6 inches of R-3.

If your house wds built after 1940 it is likely to
live some insulation. Yhether you add more will
depend on the R-value and condition of your
present insulation and the region in which you live.
Since insulation is fairly expensive, your decision on
where and how much to insulate may also depend
on whether you can do it yourself or have to hire a
contractor.

6, In this section we'present four insulation pro-
jeci*that",yotl can do yourself: (1) &finished attic
floors; (2)'crawl spaces; (3) attached garage walls
and ceilings: and (4) unfinfshed basement ceilings.
These projects were selected because they are the
easiest and least expensive insulating jobs to do.
The projects are listed in the approximate order of
energy savings. Thus, while the exact fuel savings
will vary by region, insulating your attic is the most
energy-efficient of the four projects and should be
done first.

For some jobs, such as insu ating your exte-
nor wilts, you will have to a contractor. In
case your cimtractor o ted ade'quate moisture
protecti(d frapor barrier), you can remedy this
yourself. See the end of this section for sugges-
tions. We have also included some tips on how to
insulate cold walls from the room side.

BefOre you undertake any of the insulating
projects. you should check to see that the
area to be insulated is free of leaks or exces-
sive moisture. In addition, when insulating4:
you must provide a vapor barrier and make
sure that the space will be adequately venti-
lated. Vapor bamers, such as polyethylene plastic
or aluminum foil, are vital in order to stop warm,
moist room air from seeping into the insulation
where it (an reduu; the insulation's alue and rot
the wood stru(ture of your home. All the projects
listed in this chapter can be done with fiberglass or

k wool batts or blankets., winch are available
with ci apor barrier attadied. If y ou are adding in-
sulation to an area that already has insulation, do not
use a apor barrier. because you may trap moist)ffe
in the insulation.

Finally, there IS sonic question about the
safety of sortie insulating materials. These include
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cellulose fiber, which you can install yourself, and
ureformaldehyde, polystyrene, and polyurethane
'foams, which arc*contractor-installed. If you use
cellulose fiber, checksto see that it meets' federal
standards.for fire resistarvelithe possible

-hazards, we do not recommend Using the foams at
this time.

Types lation
There Ire .t.imeaypes of insulation which you

can use for the do-it-yourself projects described in
this chapter: I. batts and blankets, which are cut
and laid in place; and 2. loose-fill, which is poured in.

Batts and blankets are made of fiberglassor
rock wool.and are ayailable in standard thick-
nesses and widths pre-measured to fit between
floor joists or wall,studs. They are fire-resistant
and can be purchased with or without a vapor
barrier. The only difference between batts and
blankets is that blankets are considerably longer
and therefore a little more difficult to handle,
but have fewer joints after installation.

2. L ,ose-fill insulation is made of fiberglass, rock
cool, or cellulose fiber. Because they are
poured in, loose-fills are best suited for use be-
tween floor joists that are not a standard dis-
tance apart. Rock wool and fiberglass are fire-
resistant. Cellulose fiber has the best R-value,
Ad is fire-resistant if properly treated, but it
may break down in hot attics. All the loose-fills
tend to settle somewhat in time, thus reducing,
their R-value. A vapor barrier shote6e in-
stalled prior to use of the loose-fills, unleSs you
already have some insulation.

Caution: If you are putting down insulation
where none existed before, a vapor barrier, facing
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Installing the insulation
To determine the number of batts or blankets

you will need, calculate, till insulation area y multi-
plying the length times theiwidth of your a 'c and
then multiplying the total by (.9). Measure the dis-
tance between the joists to find the width of insula-
tion torbuy. (Theyi-e usually 16" or 24" apart.)

For loose-fill insulation, calculate the insulation
area as above. Your insulation dealer can tell you ....

how many bags of loose-fill you need to get the R-
value you desire.

Materials
batts, blankets or

lgose-fill insulation,

vapor barrier 4-mil
polyethylene plastic

(for use with loose-
n, or if baits/
blankets backed with
a vapor
barrier are
unavailable)

Note: If you are
adding insulation dn
top of existing
insulation, buy batts
or blankets without a
vapor barrier.

Four
do-it-yourself

_LbOrneinsulatian
projects

or4' e:

Altiheated:
:baSetiieflt.

Pw1,104c.o.

the warm, lived-in part of the house, is a. must. If
you are adding insulation where some -exists al-
ready, a hew vapor barrier is not needed and could
cause more'harm than good.

INSULATING YOUR
UNFINISHED ATT
If you are going to insulate at all, your =finish d at-
tic is the place to start. It Is one of the easiest pro-
jects to do and the most cost-effectiYe way to
spend your insulating dollars. An uninsulated attic
robs your house of heat when it's cold and stores
heat when it's warm, thereby placing an added bur-
den on your air-conditioning system:

Before you undertake this project, be
sure to check for roof leaks in your attic.
Look for= fyater stains or marks and any signs of
light showing through other than ventilation open-
ings. If you find leakage, repair it before you insu-
late. Wet insulation is ineffective and can damage
the structure of your home.

Preparing the attic
I. Put iritemporary lighting and flooring. In most

attics hanOng a droplight from the rafter works
best. Although you can walk on the narrow
joists, temporary flooring is needed to 'prevent
you from slipping between the joists;
the ceiling below'won't support your weight.

2. Locate all electrical wiring in your''attic. Try to
avoid unnecessary contact with it when youiare
instiilling the insulation.

3. Keep the insulation in its wrappers,until you are
ready to,install it. The wrapping compresses
the batts and blankets, thus making them easier
to move and handle. 52

Tools
C- A
utihty knife or

heavy-duty scissort

heavy-duty staple gun
and staples or

C:=Sea)
hammer and tacks

duct or masking tape
(2" wide)

gloves and
breathing mask
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If polyethylene is needed, use the insulation
area, but allow for some waste.

I . Install a separate vapor hamer may if Nu1 are
using loose-fill or unbacketbattqblankets whet
NO insulation already ecst-s.Cut the polye-
ene into long strips about 4" wider than th
width of the Joist. Staple or tack the plastic
place. Either seal the seams witli tape or over-
lap the seams by. 6".

,4
2. -wrung at the eaves and working toward Ore

enter, lay the bans or blankets between the
joists. (They should fit snugly.) If there is an at-
ached vapor barrier, make sure it faces down,

toward the lived-ilide of the liase. Any tears
in the vap( _barrier should be taped over. Slide
the insulatio 'un(er wiring wherever possible.

3. Fo'r bla s. cut long pieces first, using the
leftovers for
utility knife to

er spaces. ,If you are using a
the batts or blankets, lay a

b()ar(locross your cutting line and press it down
to compress the insulation as you cut.

4. The space between the chimney and tile w()Od
training 4.wiild be filled with nqn-coiPiustible

iatenal, Wferably untmv ked bang-for blankets.
Also. the National Electric Code requires that
insqlokon be kept 3' away from light fixtures
and other heat-producing equipment.
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5. Cut ends (If batts or blankets to fit shugly
around cross bracing. Cut the next ban in a
similar way to allow the ends to bilt4 tightly to-
gether.

6. Don't forget the attic door. An access panel can.,
. be insulated by stapling a fiberglass- batt, vapor
barner facing down, 4o the panel. A door with
fold-up stairs is more (hfficult to insarnte, but
should be weatherstripped (see Doors chapter).

4

For loose-fill
7. Install polyethylene as in #,1.

8. Staple a piece of batt'or cardboaid to protoct
each eave vent so ,that the loose-fill won't fall
down and cover the vents, therebv blocking air
flow into the attic.

9. t Ise pieces of,batt or w()od to block off the area
around light fixtures. 'Die k>ose-fill must be kept
at least ,3' from vents, lights or other heat-
produciog equipment.

LIGHT FIXTURE



10.Pour in the loose-fill to the depth needed for
the R-value you want. (See chart of Recom-
mended R-valucn; for your area.) If you are cov-
ering the tops of the joists. a good way to get

_uniform depth is to stretch two or three strings,
the length of the attic at the desired height, and
level the insulation to the strings.

1.11se a board or garden rake to even out the
loose-fill. Make sure to fill all the nooks and
crannies.

Note: Attic ventilationAdequate ventilation can
help protect attic insulation and your home's structure
from moisture damage, as well..as reduce your air
conditioning load. Attic vents should be left open all

, year roundbe toilful not to cover them with insula-
tion. In summer, use a "whole-house" attic fan to
pull cool breezes through your house and vent hot air
out. In all but the hottest regions of the countiy,
proper use of a whole-house fan can reduce or even
eliminate the need for air conditioning.

Safety
I. Provide good lightitig.
2. Lay boards or plywood sheets down over the

tops of die joists to form a walkway.
3. Avoid .unnecessary contact with electrical wIr-

mg.

4. Be careful of ro4ing nails protruding tilrough
the roof.

5. If you use fiberglass or rock wool (batts, blan-
kets or lobse-fill), be sure the attk is ventilated,
wear GLOVES, LONG SLEEVES, and a

- -BREATHING MASK, and keep the insulation
wrapped until you're ready to put a in place.

INSULATING YOUR
CRAWL SPACE WALLS

tInsulating your crawl Ace walls with batts\kor
blankets is a doable project F you have access to
the area and adequate working space. If your crawl
space walls already have some insulation, adding
more will probably not be cost-effective. (Before
undertaking this project, pk-ase read the information
on ventilation which follows the directions.)

Note: ResuJ4'nts ot Alaska, Minnesota and northern
Maine should not insulate with the method we de-
scribe. Extreme frost penethition due to a reductum
in heat loss yan cause heaving of the foundation if
this insulation method is used.

, ,

Preparing
the crawl space

Put iii temporary lighting. Open vents to pro-
vtde ve!ntilanon while you're working. Be sure to

keep the light and all wires off wet ground. If
the floor of your crawl space is very wet, do not
insulate!

'Materials
R-11 (3" 3i/2" thick)
blankets or batts of

rock wool or
fiberglass insulation

6-mil polyethylene
plastic to lay on floor

for vapor barrier

2" x 4" lumber,
bricks or rocks to
hold insulation in

place on floor

Tools

hea\ry-duty staple
gun and staples

heavy-duty scissors
'or

C. A
utility knife

mptal tape measure

duct tape (2" wide)

temporary lighting

Initalling the insulatiOn
To determine the number of blankets/batts you
need, calculate the insulation area by multiplying the
height of the walls plus 3', times the length of the
walls (L x (H + 3') = area) . For the polyethylene,
multiply the length of the floor plusA", times the
width plus 1' (L + 1) x (W +1).
I. Whefe the joists run at right angles to the wall.

press short piec91( of insulation against the
header. The batts should fit snugly and do not
require stapling. .

.
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2. Install the wall insulation by stapling the top of
each batt to the sill: Make sure that the batts fit
snugly agamst.each other, and that you cut
them long enough to cover 2' of the crawl
space floor.

3. Short pieces of insulation are not needed where
the joists run paraly to the Wall. Just staple the
top of each batt to the band joist.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111

4. When all the insulation has been mstalled, lay
dowri the polyethylene apor bamer, tucking it
under the batts all the way around the founda-
tion wall.,Turn it up about Vagainst the wall.
Tape any seams in'the polyethylene or overlap
seams at least 6".

5. Lay 2x4 lumber, bncks, or rocks along the way
to hold the Insulation in place. Plan your work
to ininmuze stepping or crawling on the vapor
bamer.

Note:
Crawl Space Ventilation

Even with the vapor barrier there could be
moisture damage (to both insulation and structure)
unless fresh air is allowed into the crawl space
from time to time:
I. If your crawl space is heated by your furnace,

you need not worry about ventilation dunng the
winter. In fact, you should shut crawl space
vents in winter and open them again in sum-
mer. If your crawl space has no vents, run the
blower of your furnace 3 or 4 times dunng the
summer to keep the crawl space air from get-
ting too damp.

2. All ot her crawl spaces should have vents that
can be opened in summer and shut tightly dur-
ing the winter.

If your furnace gets its combustion air from
the crawl space, some vents should N left otil.$) all
year round. Check with your service person or the
local HUD/FHA office.

Safety
I. Provide adequate temporary lighting.
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2. Wear GLOVES, LONG SLEEVES, and a
BREATHING MASK.

3. Provide adequate ventilation.
4. Keep lights and wires well off the damp ground.

INSULATING
YOUR ATTACHED
UNHEATED GARAGE

If your garage is part of the' house, you should
consider insulating the sLeiling and/pr all(s) that ad-
join the living area to prevent the garage from rob-
birig the house of heated or cooled air.

Insulating
Garage Walls

This is an easy project if your garage wall has
wood studs and NO existing insulation. To install
the insulation you simply staple batts or blankets to
the studs. Leave the garage door open while you
work and be sure that you have adequate light.

Installin the insulation
To detentune the number of batts/blankets

you need, multiply the height of the wall times the,.
length. Measure the distance between.the studs to
find the width of insulation to buy.

heavy-duty staple gun
and

i>eK:11
staples

metal tape measure

heavy-duty scissors
or

C. A
utility knife ,

Materials
R-11 (3" - 31/2" thick)
batts or blankets of
fiberglass or rock

wool insulation with
vapor barrier

it

Cut bans/blankets into sections the height of
the wall. Staple them to the studs. The vapor
barrier should face the lived-in side of the
house.



2. If you are not insulating the garage ceiling, çin

stall small pieces of insulation against the header
between the sill and the band joist.

,

M
.

SUBFLOOR/
k\ \

SILL

Safety
I. Provide adequate lighting and ventilation.

2., WeaeGLOVES. LONG SLEEVES and
BREATHING 'MASK.

Insulating theGarage
'Ceiling (House Floor)

If Soti wfm't,mind working on a ladder. this
can be a relativOy easy job. To keep the insulation
in place. you attach wire to the bottom orthe joists.
Leave the garage door open while you work anckhe
sure thaeyou have enough light.

Installing the insulation
To determine the amount of insulation you

need. multiply the length times the width of the
(Alin& Mcasurt thc distant e bet \keen the joists to

find the width-6f insblation to buy.

Tools

cc=4).
hammer

4- or 6- penny nails

metal tape measure

heavy-duty scissors
or :

utility knife

Materials
batts/blankets of
fiberglass or rock

wool insulation with
foil backing (see
chart for recom-

mended R-value);
light-gauge tie wire
(available in rolls)

Push the batts/blankets up between the joists
with the vapor barner (foil) facing up, 4oward
the house floor. The insulation will stay in place

.until the wire is attached underneath.

. To insulate the header.beMeen the joists, fold
one end of the batt it should fit snudy
against the bottom of the floor.

VAPOR 'BARRIER

3. Hammer nails halfway into the bottom of each
joist about 2' apart. Wind the wire back and
forth between the nails in a crissTcross pattern.

NOte: There are several other ways of holding ceiling
insulation in place. Wire mesh or chicken wire is a
more expensive but somewhat more attractive alterna-
tive to the method described above. The mesh or
chicken wire is stapled to the bottom of the joists un-
der the insulation. Another option is "tiger teeth", pre-
eut pc, cs qf wire available from many insulation
dealers. Them ari slightly longer than tilt joist spati
and al:stun hed to press thi insulation mort firmly

eto place.,
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I.

2.

3.

4.

Make sure you don't block your furnace's
bustion air vents.

Provide adequate lighting and ventilation.

Wear GLOVES, LONG SLEEVES and a
BREATHING MASK.

Block the ladder securely.

COM-

INSULATING YOUR
UNFINISHED
BASEMENT

If you Use your unfinished, unheated basement
only for storage, you should consider putting insula-
Uon on the ceiling if there is none already. To do
.this relatively easy project. follow the instructions
for insulating garage ceilings.

Insulating your basement walls is unnecessary
unless you intend to convert the basement into a
heated living space. In that case. you will most
likely need a contractor since the joP requires.the
installation of wall studs to hold the insulation no
easy feat. If you are thinking of finishing your base-'
ment in the near future. DO NOT insulate the ceil-
ing.

If you decide not to insulate your unheated ga-
rage or basement ceiling. use rugs on the floors
above these areas to provide added insulation in
winter. It's a good idea to back up your rug with
the best foam rubber pad you can afford; padding
will increase" the rug's R-value and also prolong its
life. Then. in summer (all year round in the Sun
KID, you ha c the option of exchanging the rug for
41 lighter k tight flOur 01, enng, hich will help keep
the room cooler.

INSULATING YOUR
EXTERIOR WALLS

Insulating cqid exterior walls is the most ex-
pensive option since the insulation must be blown in
'by a contractor. To determine if your wood franw
walls have insulation, remove the electrical outlet
50

box and use a flashlight to look around. You Lan
use a plastic knitting needle to probe the wall cav-
ity. Be sure to shut off the electricity at the
fuse box or circuit breaker first.

.

If your present insulation has not deteriorater
or settled too much, it may not be cost-effective lo
add more. In this section, you will find a number of
suggestions for making the room side of exterior
walls warmer vithout adding insulation inside the
wall. Should you decide to opt for contractor-
installed insulation, 'we hac also included tips on
how you can add a vapor barrier if it is needed.

1

Insulating Walls
from the Room Side
I. Move chairs, sofas and beds away from cold walls

and replace them with-bookcases. wall units,
breakfront cabinets or other high-standing
furniture.

2. Hang an insulating curtain over a cold wall..(See
Insulating Window Treatments.) .

3. Use wall hanOngs. tapestries or carpets to insulate
a cold wall.

4. mirrors on an exterior wall to feflect heat back
to th room. Taping alummurn foil to the wall with
alu zed duct tape is a less expensive way to get
a reflective surface on a cold wall.

5. Add cork paneling to the %vall.

Note: When hanging material or placing a large obgct,
such as a bookcase, on or near a wall. don't leave too
large an air space behind it wlwre warm, moist air can
get in and out. Check periodically for moisture on the
wall. If the wall is damp. you should move the hanging
or furniture closer to the wall.

Cutting Condensation
from the RooM Side

Generally. the insulation materials that con-
ttactors blow into your wall will not serve as a va-
por bamer. To protect your new insulation and the
inside of your walls from moisture:

I. Seal all openings that will allow moist air to en-
ter your walls. (See the Caulking chapter for a
list of caulkiN sites.)

2. Paint the room side of the insulated wags with
two mats of paint r-ith d lo, 14d-pe77fleabili1y
rating. ("perm rating"). A rating of 1 perm or
less for primer and finish coat combined is de-
sirable.

NOTES:



Recommended R-Values
Heatii;
40-n

'Extitiot,
aUS

,csPabe,meht,;
**-',-6.1,1tie.418a084.,'

R-26 R-Il to R-13" R-11

II R-26 R-11 to R-13* R:13

M R-30 R-11 to R-13* R-19

IV R-33 R-11 to R-13" R-22

y R-38 R-11 to R-13* R-22

R-value of full wall insulation, which is 31/2" thick, will depend tn
material used,

R-Values Chart
.1***I1Okilt 1";.0PIJ:09,,ty.e,410.

Fibei
glasS

Rock
wool

Fiber
glass

Rock
wool

Cellulose
fiber

R-I1 31/2" -4" 3" 5" 4" 3"

R-I3 4" 41/2" 6" 41/2" 31/2"

R-I9 6"-61/2" 51/4" 8"-g' 6"-_7'

R-22 61/2" 6" 10' 7'-8"

R-26 8" 81/2" 12" g' 7%71/2"

R-30 91/2" - 10' g 13"-14" 10"-11" 8"

R-33 11" 10' 15" 11"-12" g'
R-38 12%13" 101/2" 17'-18" 13" -14" 10'-11"

NOTES:

NOTES:
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/MORE
ENERGY SAVERS

Following are a,number of additional steps you
can take to make your home and lifestyle more
energy-efficient without decreasing your comfort.
Many of the Ups offered herc, such as using appli-
ances wisely, will e-nable you to reap substantial en-
ergy savings at NO COST to you. While other
measures (professional servicing of heating/cooling
systems, etc.) require a cash outlay, this invest-
ment will be more than repaid by subsequent fuel
savings.

THERMOSTATS
Dial UP or DOWN for
Energy Savings

In 'winter, LOWER the thermostat to 65 de-
grees during the day and 55-60 degrees at

night.

In sur,nmer and in the Sun Belt. RAISE the
thermostat for air conditioning tu 78 degrees.

By lowenng or raising your thermostat, you
can save fuel and dollars and also slow down the
rate of heat loss or gain. The greater the difference
betWeen the indoor and outdoor temperatures, the
faster heat will be lost or gained by conduction.

Although the exact fuel savmgs-will vary from
repon to repon and depend upon your heating/
cooling system, the more you lower or raise your
thermostat the more fuel and dollars you are likely
to Save. As a rule, residents.of colder climates can
expect to realize the greatest ,clollar savings

More important, you'll find that with some
changes in clothing and bedding, turning the ther-
mostat up or down can be done without loss of
comfort. For example, if children kick off their
covers at night, pin the blankets to the sheet or
mattress with safety pins. Infants can sleep in a
cozy flannel sleep sack or bunting. Additional tips
on energy-wise clothing and bedding are presented
at the end of this section.

Types of Thermostats
Automatic oe Manual

If you wish a no-wst option, you Lan change
the thermostat setting on your heating/cooling sy s-
tem hy hand twice a day at night and when you
wake up in the morhing. There are also a y anety of
devi«.s on the market which will clo it fur you
other automatically or with some help from you.
These dek es range in Lost from about $15 to $80,
with automatic thermostats being more expensive.

Clodc type thermostats arc the most Lon\ en-
lent since they arc fully automatic They operate on-
52

a 24-hour clock that switches the temperature of
your heating/cmling system RAT a day at what-
ever times you have set on the timer.

The less expensive thermostats must be
switched by hand either once or twice a day. Al-
though you still.have the task of remembenng to
change from day to night temperature, with these
devices you need only flick a swikh mstead of re-
setting the dial each time.

Installing
the Thermostat

If you are familiar with electrical wiring, you
should be able to install a two-wire clock-type cher-

"mostat, once you have made sure that it operates
on the same y oltage as your present thermostat. if
you don't know much about wiring, it's best to hire
a professional.

Be sure that the thermostat is installed away
from abnormally hot or cold areas, such as radia-
tors, fireplaces, cold exterior walls, etc. If it is
placed in the sun or in a drafty corner, you won't
get a true reading of the room or house temperature.

HOT WATER SAVERS
Water heating takes a big bite from your en-

ergy budget, accounting for about 15'i, of the en-
ergy consumed in the average home. Even when
you're not running the hot witer, your water heater
is burning fuel just to keep the water hot. The
higher the thermoslat is set, the more fuel the
heater burns for this purpose.

use a dishwasher, the thermostat on
your water heater should be set at 140. If not,
11(P-12(P is plenty. On some heaters, the settings
may read HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW. Check with
your service person or dealer to find out which of
these settings corresponds to 14CP or 120°. If
you're buying a new dishwasher, choose one with
its own heating ekment and keep your !water
heater temperature at 110)-1203.

Insulating
Your Water Heater

You should.i-onsider wrapping a blanket-of fi-
berglass insulation around your water heater, espe-
cially if the water heater feels warm to the touch.
Siwcial kits fyr this purpose Lan be purchased at
home itnproCci IRnt «.aters and many hardware
stores. The drain plugs, temperature controls, face
plate, and any wins at tlw top of the heater
should not be covered with insulation.

It's also a good idea to insulate all exposed hot
water pipes, especially pipes whidi pass through
unheated areas sudi as basements and crawl



FlOT WATER
,HEATER

lN1SULATl0\147,

spaces. fkm't furget the pipes between the Water
heater and the faucet. There are several kinds of
easy-to-install pipe insulation available, including spe-
cial cylindrical insulation which you just snap on
around the pipe.

/4:424C
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Other WayS to
Keep Hot Water
Fusl Dollars from
Going Down the Drain
I. Have your)vater heater checka yearly to en-

sure that it's working efficiently.
2. Every few months, open the faucet at the base

'the water heater and drain a bucket of water
from the tank. This will remove sludge and min-
eral deposits that can reduce the heater's fuel
efflux:my and eentually corrode the bottom Of
the tank.

3. Install water flow restrictors in the shower head
and faucets. These devices, which are available
from plumbing supply houses and many hard-
ware stores, reduce the flow of water without
affecting your Comfort. A low-flow shower head
provides a good shower while cutting hot water
«msumpuon in half. Installing either of these
devwes is not too difficult to do.

6.0

4. Take showers instead of baths. On average, a
five-minute shower uses 10 gallons of hot wa-
ter, a bath 15 gallons.

5. REPAIR LEAKY FAUCETS: In one year a
leaky faucet can send up to 6,000 gallons of hot
water (4nd your hard-earned dollars) "down the
drain."

HEATING/
COOLING SYSTEMS.:
Tune Them UP
to Keep Fuel Costs
DOWN

*One of the best ways to ensure that you get
the most from every fuel dollar is to keep your
heating and cooling systems in top working order. If
your furnace isn't burning fuel at its maximum effi-
ciency or too rnuchliear is being lost up the chim-
ney, you end up usifiganore energy than you should
to heat your house. The same holds true for cooling
costs. A dirty air codditioner filter or leaking refrig-
erant will reduce the efficiency of the cooling sys-
tem and increase your energy consumption:

Heating Systems
Check-Upt Once a Year

Your furnace and heat delivery system should
be cleaned and adjusted by the service person be-
fore each heating season. (If you have an electric
furnace, it may require less maintenance.) In be-
tween check-ups, there are a number of things you
can do yourself to keep your heating system run-
ning smoothly.

First, make sure that filters, blowers, vents,
ducts, and radiators are kept clean and free from
dust. Vents and radiators should not be blocked
with furniture, drapes or other objects that will
keep the h'eat from circulating to the room.

Place a sheet of aluminum foil or other reflec-
tive material behind the radiator; it will reflect heat
back to the room.

Close vents and shut off radiators imunused
rooms. Weatherstrip the doors and keep them
dosed so that these rooms don't rob heated air
from the rest of the dwelling. Caution: Be sure to
ventilati the rooms regularly to prevent moisture
butld-up as as possible freeztng of any pipes in
the walls.

Air Heating Systems
If you have a forced-air heating system the air

filters should be cleaned or replaced every 30 to
60 days during the heating season. Ask your serv-
ice person to show you how; it's an easy job that's
important to do.
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ak You inight also inquire about how to clean the
fan blades that move air through the system. This
blower should be cleaned out at least once a year
or it will interfere with hot air flow.

Finally, vacuum..or dust the register of your
air heating sytem every few weeks so that dust and
dirt don't build up.

Water Heating Systems
To improve the efficiency of a hot-water heat-

ing s stern, bleed the air from your radiators once
or twi a year. Turn the air valve or the key on
each radiator until water comes out. Hold a bucket
under the valve and remember that the water is
hot. Shut the valve tightly when the water stops
spurting.

Steam Heating Systems
Every three weeks dunng the heating season

drain a bucket of water out of your boiler. (Ask
y our service person to demonstrate.) This will pre-
vent sediment from settling on the bottom of the
boiler. By "insulating" the boiler from the burner
flame, sediment can increase the amount of fuel
ceeded to heat the water and make steam.

Insulating Heating Ducts
and Pipes

Exposed heating pipes and ducts that run
through unheated spacesattics, garages, crawl
spacesshould be insulated. Duct insulation is

HEATING DU&
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available in 1"- or 2"-thick blankets. The thicker in-
sulation is preferable, especially if you have rectan-
gular ducts. Before insulating, seal the cracks
between each section of ducting with caulk or duct
tape.,Keep the insulation foil facing aitward, and
seal the seams tightly with tape to avoid moisture
build-up that will ruin the insulation.

HEATING DUCT

DUCT TAPE

For some tips on pipe insulation, see "Insulating
Water Heaters":

Cooling Sysiems
Central Air Conditioning

Whole-house (central) air conditioning systems
should be checked by a service person once a year.
If your air conditioner uses the same ducts as your
heating system, the dampers may have to be read-
justed since different settings are usually required
for heating and cooling.

In between check-ups, replace the air filters
every 30 to 60 days and clean the condenser
coils of dust and dirt. Asryour senice person to
show you how.

If the condenser unit is located outside your
house it shoukl be shaded; when it has to work in
the sun, fuel is wasted. In shading the condenser,
be careful not to obstruct the flow of air.

Make use of window and attic fans to reduce
y our air-conditioning load. Never run the fan at the
same time as the air conditioner.

Room Air Conditioners
The filters on portable room air conditioners

should be cleaned regularly. If problems develop,
the unit should be repaired by a professional. When
buying a room air conditioner, be sure to check the
EEREnergy Efficiency Ratio. "Ilie higher the
EER, the less electricity will be used to cool the
same amount of air. You may find an Energy Guide
Label instead of an EER on the unit. This label al-
lows you to compare energy efficiennes and annual
operating costs of all similar units.



Other Ways
to Reduce Your
Air-Conditioning Load
I. Watch your thermostatif you have central air

conditioning, you can save about 3% of your air
conditioning bill for every; degree you TURN
UP the thermostat.

2. Whenever you can, use the fan setting on room
an- conditioners rather than the cooling setting.

3. Turn off lights during the daymost of the
electncity they use makes HEAT, not light.

4. Don't use heat-generating appliances, such as
dishwashers, during the hot part of the day.

5. Shade room air conditioners and make sure that
drapes and furniture are not blocking the air

'flow.

6. Caulk the cracks between your room air condi-
tioner and the window frame. Rope caulk is es-
pecially good for this job.

7. Close off unused r0oms. If necessary, weather-
stnp thc doors or use a fabric draft stopper at
the threshold. (See Weatherstnppmg chapter.)

FIREPLACES AND
WOOD STOVES

More and more people are k)oking to fire-
places and wood-burning stoves as supplemental
(and total) sources of heat.

Fireplaces
Logs crackling in the fireplace may be roman-

tic, but don't expect them to yield much heat. The
sad fac t Is that firt7placesA hen used in addition
to t.011Ventional heating sy stemsare big energy
losers. Not only does 85'i of the heat from your
fire go nght up the chimney, but your fireplace also
robs the house of the air heated by your furnace.

If you do use your fireOtce, keep the logs
burning low and make sure to close the damper as
soon as the fire is completely out. (Heat can es-
cape through your fireplae even when no fire is
burning!) For fireplaces without dampers, consider
purchasing a glass fireplace enclosure; they're fairly
expensive, but they'll prevent.heat loss and are
quite attractive.

Wood Stoves
Wood-buniing stoves can help cut heating bills,

hat before buying one, you must acquaint your-
self with all the necessary precautions. Im-
properinfitallation, defecUve chimneys and
inadequate mainte.natk e rather than faulty
stoves, are the c ause of most stove-related fires.
Some states require permits for wood stoves and

inspections once the stove is installed. Check with
zair local fire department.

If you already have a wood stove, be sure that
you have:

proper wall and floor protection;
a fire extinguisher, smoke detector and
metal ash holder.

APPLIANCES/LIGHTING
By using your appliances and lighting wisely,

you can reduce encogy consumption at no cost,
WITHOUT reducing your comfort.

Appliances

Stoves and Ovens
I. Avoid preheating the oven; it's not necessary

for foods that will cook for over an hour.

2. Check your gas stove's flame color; it should be
blue. If the flame has traces of yellow, the
burners may be clogged and need cleaning.

3. When cooking, use a broad flat pan that fits the
burner. Keep pots and pans covered when
heating.

4. Use a pressure cooker or crock pot when pos-
sible.

5. Use the bunier rather than the oven when you
can. This is a particularly good idea during the
summer when you're trying to keep the kitchen
cool.

6. When Looking, open the oven door as little as
possible. You can lose up to 25(T of the heat
each time the door is opened. In vontcr, leave
the oven door open when you've finished cook-

,. ing to help heat the room.

Refrigerators/Freezers
I. Keep your refrigerator at 38°-40D F, your

freezer at 5° F. Long-term freezers should be
set at 0" F.

2. Defrost your freezer regularly. Never let frost
get thicker than 1/1 inch.

3. Make sure that the rofrigerator door is sealed
tightly. When the door is shut, you should have
difficulty pulling a piece of paper through. An
old refrigerator door can be sealed with plastic
V-type weatherstripping.

4. Don't open the refrigerator dmr unless it's nec-
essary.
Cool foods before placing tliem in the refrigera-
tor; hot foods will cause the refrigerator to turrtc,
on its cooling mechanism.

5.
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When buying a new refrigerator, consider one
with a "power saver switch." It lets you turn off
the internal heating device that prevents refrig-
erators from sweating. Some old refrigerators
feature this device. Also remember that a
"frost-free" refrigerator uses much more energy
tfian one that needs manual defrosting.

Dishwashers
and Laundry Appliances
I. Use dishwashers, clothes washers and dryers

only when they are full.
2. Don't use the "rinse hold" or "pot scrubber" cy-

cle on your dishwasher. Use cold water to rinse
dishes. Let your dishes air dry.

3. Use cold water for washing, and don't add too
much ditergent. Whenever possible, dry
clothes outside on a clothes line.

Lighting
I. Where lights are not necessary, TURN THEM

OFF.

2. Use fluorescent bulbs wherever possible. A 25-
watt fluorescent bulb gives off as much light as
a 100-watt incandescent one.

3. Clean light fixtures regularly.
4. Eliminate some of the need for artificial lighting

during the day by placini desks and reading
chairs near windows.

CLOTHING
AND BEDDING:
Keeping Comfortable
While Saving Energy

If you maximize your "body insulation" you
need n9t sacrifice comfort when you turn the ther-
mostat down or up. While we humans do maintain a
constant body temperature, compared to other
members of the animal kingdom, our bodies are not
very well insulated. Lacking fur or feathers, we lose
or gain body heat rather quickly upon contact with
cold or hot air. Happily, this absence of natural insu-
lation can be easily rectified by a wise choice of
clothing.

Keeping Warm
Layering

By weanng,several thin layers of clothing
rather than one heavy layer, you trap aii--one of
the best insulatorsbetween the layers and keep
your body warmer. Layered dotting also gives you
the achantage of being able to adapt readily to
changes in temperature, since you can remove
layers as the thermometer goes up.
56

Nightcaps and socks
Your body loses heat most quickly through the

head, hands and feet. At night, a nightcap and socks
can go a long way toward making you warmer when
the thermostat's turned low. Longjohns help too!
During the day or evening, wear extra sweaters or
wrap yourself in a cozy quilted sack. Instructions
for this easy-to-sew project are presented at the
end of this section.

Keeping.Cool
If your first inclination is to slted clothes when

the thermometer climbs, you might do well to con-
sider how the denizens of very hot climates dress.
The flowing robes, caftans and burnooses favored
by desert peoples around the world keep them cool
in several sways: not only do these garments shade
the wearer from the sun, they also allow air to cir-
culate freely underneath which evaporates perspira-
tion and cools the body.

Loose-fitting cloklies made of natural fibers
cotton, linen or even woolwhich are both .porous
and absorbent can actually keep you cooler than
tight-fitting shorts or T-shirts.

Bedding
As with clothing, layered bedding works best.

Several light blankets will keep you warmer than
one heavy blanket or quilt. If you can afford one, a
down comforter is an excellent insulator because it
traps many layers of air. Just think of what down
does for the goose! Thi.ess expeneive wool and
synthetic comforters, 4f course, are more than ade-
quate for the nighttime temperatures we recom-
mend. ,Using an electric blanket is more energy-
efficient than heating up the whole bedroom with a
space heater. In very cold regions, flannel bed-
sheets are a good investment. And remember to
keep your bed away from windows and cold exte-
rior walls.

A Quilted Sack
This "body sack", based on a design from The

Mother Earth News, will keep you comfortable while
you're reading, watching television,or just relaxing.
The sack is easy to make; all it requires are an old
quilt or comforter and some very basic sewing ,

skills.

The quilt or comforter may be used as is, which
avoids having to cut arid hem the material, or it may
be cut to size. For a custom-sized bag, measure the
person from shoulders to feetand add about a foot to
allow extra room for sitting. The width of the material
should be approximately 60 inches.

I. Fold the quilt in half lengthwise, right sides to-
gether. Make two marks along one sideone 16"
frOm the bottom, and the second 30" from the
first mark.



2. Pin long edges together. Stitch a 3/4" seam from
the bottom to the first mark. Baste to the second
mark.

3. Install the zipper between the first and second
marks, using a centered application.

4. Lay the quilt flat on the floor, and position it so
that the seam is in the center. Pin the bottom
edges together and stitch closed.

5. Turn the sack right side out.
6. Attach 6 snaps along the top inside edges and two

more just above the zipper on the.inside edges.
Use the illuStration as a guide for ball and socket

. placement of the snaps.

Note: A pattern for a "Warm Sack" that can be made
from any qudted fabnc is available fnmi Coats &
Clark, Inc., Consumer and Educational Affizirs De-
partment. 72 Cummings Point Road, Stamford, CT
06902.

Materials

Z
heavy-duty thread

4 sets of gripper or

C.,
(2)

sew-on snaps,
size 3 or 4;

old quilt or comforter;

3G' heavy-duty zipper

Tools

r
sewing machine

heavy-duty needle
(can also be

sewn by hand)

t9
tailor's chalk

, /
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Choosing,
A Contractor

If you decide that a particular home energy
improvement should be done by a contractor, here
are some things to consider when looking for the

Inght person for the job:
..,

Where to start looking
Get recommendations. Ask friends, neighbors

and co-workers for the names of good contractors.
Gather as much information as you can about each
contractor's reliability and the quality of his/her
work.

The local chapter of the National Association
of Home Builders or the Home Builders Association
is very helpful in recommending contractors.

Your banker will reco mend a good contractor
if he or she is lending you t 0 ilioney to do the
work. .

From these sources, make upi'a list of three
or four,contractors. :

How to narrow your list
-

Ask each contractor for the names of past cus-
tomers. Call them and ask if they were satisfied
with the work. If the customer is willing, you might
visit his or her house for a first-hand appraisal.

See how long each contractor has been in
business generally, the longer the better.

Call your local Better Business Bureau ,and
ask if any complaints have been lodged against the
contractors on your list.

ti
_

et an estimate from each contractor on any
job you think will cost more than $200.

Signing the contract
Have the contractor p a specific con-

trail for your job. Read iver carefully And sign it
only when you are f satisfied that it includit
everything you wa done. Plans, specifications and
the time penod in Inch the job will be completed
should be spelled out.
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FINANCING
HOME ENERGY,
IMPROVEMENTS

The federal government provides tax incen-
twes and low-interest loans t(I encourage energy #
conservatioti and the development of alternative en-
ergy sources. There are also a number of federally
funded programs to help low-income families and
the elderly cope with rising fuel costs.

ENERGY
TAX CREDITS

Uilike ta4 deductions, every dollar of a tax 44
credit sin es a dollar of federal taxes, regardless of
your tax bracket.

lation and
servatton. Credit

Homeowners and renters* are eligible for a
ttilcrjdit of up to titX) (15% of the first $2,000
spent) tAg- Jnaking a variety of conservation im-

entents to their. "principal': residences from
April 20, 1977 to f)4.;4 ember 31, 1986.

Ar"nrmg the improvemeni.i covered are:

ceiling, wall and door insulation

caulking and weatherstripping

. storm or thermal windows and doors
automatic energy-saving thermostats

furivice modifications to improve fuel efficiency

Renewable
"Energy Source Credit

Homeowners and renters* who buy and install
gmthcmial, or wind-powered equipment for

heating and cqvling, hot,water and eleancity gener-
ation are eligibfe for a tax credit of up to $4,(X)0
(40% !)Lthe firi,"t $10,-00,0 spent). .

*Stockholders of-cooperative housing corporati(ifis
s

owliers ofrondorniniums may laiin a credit
based.ein thef share of' the cost of the qualifying

04.items.

SOLAR AND
CONSERVATION
BANK

Congress has passed k-gisiation & reatmg a So-
Lir and (..:011:,er, (mon Bank, and regulations are now
being drafted that will provide subsidies to
residents and businesws who take out loans to buy
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qualify4 energy-saving d solar devices. Because
funding is limited, the b nk subsidiek will probably
be available primarily f4r passive so7u _appl4ons
and to low-income f ies.forl4unserva6on ahd so-
lar.

LOANS
Many federal departments and agencies offer

loans or loan guarantees for energy conservation
home improvements: ,

--

Housing and rban
Development (HUD)*

1. Section 312 loans: Federal loans of up to
$'47,(X)0 at 3% interest for 20 years are available for
home rehabilitation. The costs of insulation, storm
doors and windows, heat pumps, solar installations,
and other conservation items can be financed by
these loans. Priority is given to low- and moderate-#
income applicants in urban renewal areas..

For other requirements and information: con-
tact Office of Urban Rehabilitation & Community
Reinvestment, Room 7170, HUI), 451 7th Street,
SW, Washington, DC 20410.

2. Loan insurance for pulti-family dwell-
ings: Government loan insurance is now available
on loans for the installation 'of energy-saving and so-
lar systems or individual electric metering. The-in-
surance should make it easier for multi-family
property owners to finance these improvements.
Contact: Office of Housing, Room 9220, HUI), 451
7th Street, SW, Washiwon, DC 20410.

*Atpress time, the availability of these fimds is
uncertain. You may want to consider a community
development block grant (see page 61).

The Veterans.
Administration (VAf

Lothis frum the VA's djrect and guaranteed
flume loan program tin be used to finance a range
of conservation improvenlepts, such as iriulation,
Veatliastripping, caulking, storm windows and
'dool-s, and furnace mothfications. Contact: Loan"
,Guarantee Service, D'ea -of Veterans Benefits,
Washin"gton,'DC 20420. .

Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA)

1;m1-1A copity offices will giire home im-
provement,repair loans ()Pup to $7-,500 with a 1%
interes t") . Full grants or up to $43,(XX).are availa-
ble t pt ons 62 'years or older if tht_y4dO'not have
the a ility to repay. Con-tact: FmnA, .US Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Room 5345, Soutb Agriculture
Building, Washington, DC 20250.



Tennessee
Valley Authority, (TVA)

(Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, Ala-
barna, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi)

TVA' customer§ who,heat electrtcally are ehgr-
ble for interest-free loans of up to $2,000 (7 years
repayment) for attic and floor insulation, storm win-
dows, weatherstnpping and cating. For ctistomers
who only wol electncally, loans do not c.o,ver floor
insulation or,storm windows.

TVA also offers a free horlie energy survey to
any residential customer who requests one.

RESIDENTIAL
CONSERVATION SERVICE

Beginhing in the 1980-81 heating season, most
electric and gas utilities are required by the US Na-
tional Energy Act to inform you of potential conser-
vation and solar improvements to your home and 10'
provide you with cost estimates. Utilities can charge
no. more than $15'for an on-stte energy audit and in
some states will provide this service for free.

Utilities must also give you a list of lenders,
..suppliers and contractorsind even offer to arrange
for installation and financing. Your,utihty may itse
make loam, for conserv anon measures, such ah
5t0 Windol/v 5, insulation, wind sy stemsind pas-

solar Improvements. whkh you repay with the
monthly gas or electric bill. For more ihformation
(0'10 t y our utihty or,.wnte to. Building .Services
Division, Conservation and Renewable Energy
Dept., Department of Energy, Mail Stm 6-B025,
Forrestal Building, 10(X) Independence Avenue,
SW, Washington, DC 20585.

,

EMERGENCY AID
There are a number of federal and state pro-

grams which provide low income and elderly per-
sons with financial and technical assistance to
insulate their homes and to help defray rising fuel
costs. As a rule, federal and state funds are adnun-
lsyred through local community action programs
(LAP5).

Weatherization
Assistance Program
Department of Energy

[Arm, income households, esi)ecially the elderly
and the handkapped are eligible to receive wc tither
intuit] assistance under this DOE priwani, which
provias a maximum grant of $8(() per dwelling to

'make home repairs and other energy-saving im-
provements.

A low-income household is one Whose com-
bined income falls below 125e of federal income
pov erty guidelines, or receives certain federal, state
and local assistance payments. The state or local
agency (usually a CAP) determines which eligible
homes are to be weatherized.

For further information, write SQierization
Assistance Prygram, Office of State Pr ograms,
1)0E, 1000 Independence Avenue, SW, Washing-
ton, DC 20585.

Low-Income Energy
Assistance Program
Department-of Health
and Human Sqrvices,
formerly HEW

This program enables states to f9nivide finan-
cial assistance to eligible low-income households to
help them pay theiNuel bills. Payments are made
eiPier directly to the hut&Fhold or to the fuel sup-

+lief-. In the case of tenants in public or subsidized
housing, payment may be made to the huilding op-
erator. The amoura depends on household mcrime
and energy costs, climate, and the presence of an
elderly or handicapped person in the household. Eli-
gibk households are those with incomes below fed-
eral pidelines,as well as those with at least one
person eligible for Aid to Families with Dependent
children, Supplemental Secunty Income, Food
Stamps and certain Veterans Adnimistration be
fits.

s' While no payments may be made uIldkç this pro-
gram for repairs or home weatherizAition improve-
ments. households must be referred to other
agencies for these seryices. The program will be ad-
ministered by the S0cial Security, the state Depart-
ment of Social Services or local CAPs. yhe state is
required to publicize the program and make every ef-
fort to reach and servc hose eligible for asststance.

COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
BLOCK GRANTS HUD-

Grants are made available through the local
goveniments of cities over 50,(XX) to help low- and
moderate-in«llne persons make home improve-
ments, Including w ea thenzing their honres. Sinaller
communities must aiiply to 1141I) regional offices for
gr-ants. For information, contact your mayor's office
or Entitlement Cities Division,.Comninuty Planning
& 11)evelopilient, Room 7282, HUD, 151 7th

reet, SW, WashiOton, DC 20410.
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BRINGING ENERGY
CONSCIOUSNESS
TO THE
COMMUNiTY:"
BRANCHING -OUT

In this section, you'll find a vanety of ways to
help others benefit from your experience in saving
ebergy and saving money. All of the ideas pre-
sented here.have been tned with great success by
indwiduals and community groups around the coun-
try. Most of the projects were done on a shoe-
string, taking advantage of the volunteer time,
technical help, matenals, and support of local civic
groups, schools and businesses.

Since we can't possibly cover the whole range
of innovative ways to reach out, to the community,
we've included a list, of additional *sources which
we think will prove helpful.

REACHING OUT
AND PLUGGING IN

No matter where you live, it's likely that a
network of.community organizations already exists

block associa0ons, women's groups, garden
clubs, churches, etc. Faced with ever-nsing fuel
costs and shortages of suyply, chances are that
many of these groups haw; already bi..gtin to ad-
siress the energy question in sortw way. If there
are ongoing energurograms in your community,
it's here you rn wish to plug in. If such programs
don't exist, perhaps with a httle nudge from you
they'll get a start.

REACH OUT TO*
Solar and environnwntal organizations
Youth groups
Neighborlviod associations
Religuais organizations
YN1CA/YWCA, schixA lxiards
Librarks
Communn «Aleges
Adult education propams

6,1

Special interest groupslow-income, senior citi-
zens, labiir, oinsumers, minorities, taxpayers

Elected officials, pubhc servants
Community service groupsElks, Lions, Opti-

mists, Rotanans, Junior League, Assistance
League, League of Women Voters

Women's groupsAmencan Association of Univer-
say Women, Nakonal Organization for Women,
Associated Women's Clubs

Business associations
Chambers of Commerce
Utilities

.*Reachuig up, Reachow Out, p. 71.

SOME IDEAS FOR
RAISING ENERGY
CONSCIOUSNESS

While the following projects differ in the
amount of time, effort and organizational back-up re-
quired to carry them out, most can be adapted to
meet the special needs and resources of you and
your community.

Conduct A Home
Weatherization
Workshop

Six volunteers from the Colorado Solar Energy
Association did it. Their 4-session hands-on work-
shop took about five months to plan. Workshop par-
ticipants first learned how to do a home energy
audit and tned out canous insulating materials and
techniques. Then the Workshop was spht into teams
of 5 to 10 people. With thqelp of instnictors, the
teams weathenzed nine low-uwome homes usir4.7,.
matenals donated by local merchants and manufac-
turers. A final session was devoted to a lectureand
tour of two well-designed pas'sno solar buikhngs.

As part of the follow-up the workshop plan-
ners prepared an excellent guide on "how they did
it":

"Saving Home Enerz: A Handbook for Orga-
nizing a Hands-On Energy Conservation
Workshop" is available from CSEA, PO Box
5272, Denver, CO 80217 for $3.95, plus $.75
for shipping and handling.

Start small
If you don't have the time or orgamational

back-up for such an ambitious,project, get a few
friends togelher and plana senes of home
weathenzing days. In the spirit of a frontier %use-
raismg, you can all make the rounds until every-
one's home is done.

*so



Organize an
ENERGYFAST

Convince members of your community to
agree to:,(1) give up driving their cars one day a
week; (2) reduce energy use in their homes or
businesses by 207c; and (3) educate at least two
other people to do the same.

Creative Initiative, a non-profit research and
educational foundation in Palo Alto, California, tned
it with great results. CI volunteers visited over
12,000 hous4iolds and got 78% to participate in
ENERGYFAST. CL also estabhshed a local "Youth
Conservation Corps" in which high school students
educate and e courage their families to improe
their emrgy u e.

For Ili/urination on ENERGYFAST and the
Youth Conservatwn Corps, contact Paul Val-
entine, Creative Imhatwe, 222 High Street,
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Start small
Try your block or apartment building first, or

your department at work.

:Hold an
Energy-Conscious
Fashion Show

The League of Women Voters in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, hosted one as part of an overall en-
ergy awareness campaign. Their "Dress UpDial
Down" fashion show/luncheon demonstrated how,
by layenng clothing and choosing fabrics and acces-
sones wisely, women ancl their families could stay
warm with the thermostat low.

Other possible themes: (1) alternatives to
long-distanct energy-consuming vacations; (2)
enprgy-conserving cooking; (3) energy-conscious
design and intenor decorating.

Make Your
Apartment Building
More Energy-Efficient

The.tenants of a 150-unit New York City co-
operative are doing Just that. With the help of a lo-
cal school of architecture and a licensed engineer,

'the residents of 1 Grthe Terrace have begun a
,systematic program to Incorporate energy conserva-
tion measures in their building. Some of the stepS,
such as reducing the hot water temperature and us-
ing cold water in 66 f the building's wathing ma-
dimes, ost nothing yet will yield up to $2,5(X) in
savings a year. Other measures e.g heat cpkt
trol valves on radiators and fluorescent lighting in") 72

public areas require a capital outlay, but are ex-
pected to pay for themselves in five years.

For more information, contact Gracie Terrace
Apagnent Corporation, 1 Grade Terrace,
New Yoik NY 10028.

Encourage Adui,t
Education 'Courses
in Energy-Saving Skills

Local community colleges or high school adult
education programs can be an excellent t(014114en-
ergy education. That's what Bonnie Howe of the
People's Organization for Energy Resources
(POWER) in Aberdeen, Washington, found. As part
of POWER's effort to help low-income and senior
citizens help themselveS, Howe organized a free
six-session course, co-sponsored by the Grace Har-
bor Comrnumty College. A carpenter taught how to
make the simple plumbing and home repairs needed
for an eArgy-conserving home. The participants,
includirfg th.any senior citizens and women who
headed households, receAd two college credits
while learning energy and money-saving skills.

A set of guidelines for running a conservation
course is available from Paul Youmans, Di-
rector, Grace Harbor Community College, 207
S. Chehalis, Aberdeen, WA 98520.

Start a Weatherization
or Fuel 'Cooperative

In many communities across the United States
people are saving money by buying insulation and
fuel in bulk.

The Creduco insulation cooperative in Ann Ar- ,

bor, Michig buys insulation wholesale and en-
courages m $ rs to install it themselves.
Estimated savings: up to 40%.
Because one-half of the people in Hams County,
Georgia, use wood stoves for heating, the West
Georgia Farmers Coop addecLa wood-buying
service. Now, members and noh-members alike
can buy stove wood at a big discount.

The Association of Neighborhood Housing Devel-
opers (ANHD), a non-profit group in New York
City, buys heating oil for 23 apartment buildings
at a yearly savings of $50,000, or $1(X) to $150
per apartment. ,

Since quite a bit of capital is required to get a coop-
erative going, it may make sense to approach an
existing coop or credit union in your community
about taking on insulation or fuel buying as one of
its member services.

For information on how to set up a buying.coop, contact Stewart Kohl, North Antencwi.,
Students of Cooperation, Box 7293, Ann Ar-



bor, MI 48107. Also the Cooperative League
of the USA, 1828 L Street NW, Washington,
DC 20036. "Cheaper by the Million," a how-
to booklet, is available from ANHD, 115 East
23rd Street, New York, NY 10010 for $3.00
postpaid.

Start small
Get a gjoup of neighbors to "weathenze" to-

gether and negotiate with-loa merchants and/or
contractors for reduced rates on materials and
services.

FOUR WAYS
TO TEACH THE
CHILDREN

Children'S
Library Hour

The New Mexico Solar Energy Association
convinced a local library to hold a children's
Lunsenation'solar energy program during a regu-
larly slheduled children's library hour. Through ex-
penments, films, songs and discussion the children
were introduced tu energy principles in a most en-
joyable way.

Getting Energy
into the Curriculum

Although many free or low-cost materials on
energy conservation are currently available, not all
schoolshave taken advantage of ihem. The National
Council of Jewish Women of Stamford, Connecticut
is trying to do something about it. NCJW is working
with local terhers to find out what information ex-
ists, and circulating petitions calling upon the public
schools to adopt an energy unit within the science
cumculum.

Cutting
Schodl Energy Cosis

To cut down on gas and electricity use, a New
Orleans school district offered students 50% of the
energy dollars 'saved during the 1978 school year.
The kids were given the choice of spending the
money on school equipment, supplies, repair or ren-
ovation. Student governments of 88 schools are
now reaping the rewards of the $300,000 saved.
What better way to' teach the lesson that saving en-
ergy means saving dollars?

For further information, contactSam
Sairnetto, Deputy Superintendent, 4100 Touro
Street, New Orkals, LA 70122.

.66
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Children's Traveling
Show

The Lollipop Players, three talented women in
Connecticut, have put together a traveling energy
conservation show for children. Using pantomime
and songs they teach the children valuable lessons
in energy conservation. During the year the show is
presented to eager audiences in schools, community
fairs and other local events.

HELP ORGANIZE
AN ENERGY FAIR /

Towns and cities from Alaska to Florida have
been the sites of all-day energy fairs. In Brevard,
Florida, the Florida Regional Energy Action Com-
mittee iponsored a free "Energy Awareness Day"
whichfeatured a host.of energy exhibits, speakers
and entertainment. The event provided the commu-
nity with practical information on energy use, con-
servation and alternatives.

The Women's Energy Outlet, a day-long en-
ergy fair sponsored by Consumer Action Now and a /
Lualition of community groups, attracted thousands
of residents in Stamford, Connecticut. They viewed
Lonsenation and sular exhibits and participated in
workshops and demonstrations ranging from
weatherizing techniques to a Car Care Clinic for
women.

Planning, organizing and publicizing events
such as these 'require lots of time, energy and just
plain hard work. Yet those who have tried it will be
quick to agree that the pay-off is great. Further-
more, there are many excellent guides which give
step-by-step "how-to's" on getting such events off
the ground.

Here's one: "So You Want to Have an Energy
Fair', from the Center for Renewable Re-
sources, 1001 Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Washagton, DC 20036. See our Resource
List for others.

Stari small
If you're not up to organizing a full-scale en-

el.gy fair, why not do an energy exhibit for an al-
ready planned eventlike a garden show, street
fair, or bazaar.

SOME ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

*aching up, Reaching Out: A Guide to Orga-
nizing Local Solar Events. Solar Energy Research
Institute. Order from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402 (stock #061-000-00345-2). $8.50.



A must! Includes: (1) 15 case studies of successful
solar and energy conservation activities (some bor-
rowed for this section); (2) an organizing primer on
what to do before, during and after an event, in-
cluding tips on fund-raising, publicity, speakers; (3)
an annotated bibliography on 11 energy topics.

The Grass Roots Fundraising Book. Joan
Flanagan, Swallow Press, Clficago, IL, 1977. $5.25.

How to raise funds and, organize special events.

"Some Organizing Strategies that Are Doable
More or Less". Ken Bossong, Citizens' Energy
Project, 1110 6th Street, NW, #300, Washington,
DC 20001. 1978. $2.50.

Low-Cost ways for groups to exchange information
and put on events.

"The Energy Consumer". U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Consumer Affairs, Washington,
DC 20585. Free.
News of federal energy programs and citizen self-
help projects around the U.S. It is the source of a
number of the projects described in this section.

"Getting into Print". League of Women
Voters, 1730 M Street, NW, Washington, DC

120036. 1974. 25t.

How to get publicity, write press releases, hold
press conferences.

"Community Guide". League of Women
Voters. 50t.

Ways to bring diverse .citizen groups together on
energy issues.

NOTES:

NOTES:
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE
ENERGY FIELD

A study prepared for the Joint Economic Com-
mittee of Congress in 1979 estimates that if the
country chooses a sok and conservation path in-
stead of relying on conventional fuels, we will net as
many as 2,000,000 jobs by the yeir 2000!

In towns and cities ac.ross the country, women
are already beginning to take advantage of the
growing job and business opportunities in the en-
ergy field.

In Rochester, New York, a secretary
thought she would earn some extra money by
weatherstripping neighbors' windows in her >Tare
time. She is now devoting full time to her thriving
weathenzation business.

In San Francisco, California, a woman is co-
owner of a successful solar sales and Fontracting
business; the company's installation crew is also
headed by a -Woman.

In New Haven, Connecticut, a former social
worker is studying solar design, heat-loss calculation
and plumbing at a local technical school. It'll be an-
other year before she completes Ihe two-year pro-
gram, but she's already had two job offers!

In Golden, Colorado, a woman who Volun-
teered for a citizen group that promotes conserva-
tion and solar energy is now a paid organizer for a
major energy education and research institute.

During the nect two decades, there will be a
wide range of jobs opening up, from well-paying
blue collar positions to professionatand management
jobs. Because the energy field is so new, women
have an excellent chancy to get in on the ground
floor.

Jobs in consenation energy auditors, insu-
lating contra( tors, carpenters. cement masons,
electricians and plumbers.

Jobs in solarconstruction, sales, installa-
tion, semi-skilled manufacturing and maintenance.

Jobs for architects and engmeers; planners
and economists: scientists and lawyers.

Job,s in thdustry, government and p

For women entrepreneurs, solar and conser-
vation businesses.

RESOURCES
Traditional and
Non-Traditional C

Allirmatwe Action Register. An emp ent
catalogue listing job opportunities for minonty, fe-
68 2

male and handicapped professionals. Yourlocal li-
brary or women's career center may have a copy.

Blue-Collar Jobs for Women: A Complete
Guide to Getting Skilled and Getting a High-Paying
Job in the Trades. Murial Lederer. Sunrise Books,
E.P. Dutton, New York, 1979.

1 Can Be Anything: Career and Colleges Jiff
Young Women. Joyce Slayton Mitchell. Bantam
Books, Inc., New York, 1978.

"National Directory of Women's EmplOtnent
Programs." Women's Work Force, Wider Oppor-
tunities for Women, Inc., 1649 K Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20006. $7.50.

Community Jobs. A newspaper with information
on social change oriented careers. 1704 R Street,
Washington, DC 20009, (10 issues, 48.88 per
year).

"Women in Non-Traditional Jobs: Information
and Resources." Wider Opportunities for Women,
Inc., 1649 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006.
$1.(().

"Women in the Sciences." Constance Carter.
Research Section, Science and Technical Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, DC 20540. Free.

Education and Training

NatiohalSolak Enor Direckay Superintend-
ent of Documents, U.S. Printing Office, Washing-
ton, DC 20402. (stock # 061-000-00368-1) $5.50.
(A State Solar Energv Education Directoiy for your
state is available free from the National Solar Heat-
ing and Cooling Information Center by calling 800-
523-2929, in Pennsylvania 800-462-1983.) This
directory provides a complete national listing of the
thousands of schc)ols across the «,untry offering
training in every aspect of solar use and environ-
mental control.

"Selected List of Educational Opportunities for
Minorities and Women." Carol Hobson Smith. De-
partment of Health, EduLation and Welfare, 400
Maryland Avenue, SVOIrWashington, DC 20202.,
Free.

The Solar Jobs Book. Katherine Ericson.
Brickhouse Publishing Company, Mabsachusetts,
1980.

The following schools and organizations pro-
vide women wnh training and counseling in non-
traditional fields. such as carpentry, plumbing,
energy-efficient construction, etc. Some provide a
placement .service as well. Write to them directly
for more information.

Cornerstones
54 Cumberland Street
Brunswick, ME 04011



Women's Enterprises of Bogton
755 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116

All-Craft
19-23 St.Marks Place
New York, NY 10003 .

National Urbanteague,
600 East 62nd Street
New, York, NY 10021

Recruitment and Training Program (R.T.P.)
162 Fifth Avenue
NeW York, NY 10010

Wider Opportunities for Women
1649 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006

WAGES (Women's and Girls' Employment
Enabling Service)

202 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN 38103

Creative Employnient ProjectYWCA
608 South 3rd Street
Louisville, KY 40202

Comprehensive Vocational Program for
Women

Brevard Community College
Clear lake Road
Cocoa, FL 32922

National Congress of Neighborhood Women
11-29 Catherine Street
Brooklyn, NY 1121.1

' Skilled Jobs for Women
111 SouthiVamilton Street
Madisem, Pi 53703

Georgia Solar Coalition, Inc.
3110 Maple Drive
Suite 403-A
Atlanta, GA 30305'

Better Jobs for Women
1038 Bannock Street
Denver, CO 80204

Women in Apprenticeship Program
25 Taylor Street
San Francisco, CA 94102 -

Non-Traditional Job Opportunities
Lower Columbia College
1600 Maple
Longview, WA 98632

Financing
Your Education

In adchtion to government aid programs for
students, such as the National Direct Student Loan
and Guaranteed Student Loan Program,* there are
a number of pnvate loans and grants earmarked es-
pecially for women. 7

The Business and Professional Women's Foun-
dation administers four scholarship programs for
job-related continuing education for mature women.
Available to women over 25.who are pursuing full-
or part-time study in an accredited university, col-
lege or trade school program.

Contact: BPW'Foundation
2012 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036 ..

General Federation of Women's Clubs awards
scholarships to women through its loeal and state
chapters. For the address of the Women's Club of-
fice in your state, goo

Contact: GFWC
1734 N Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Soroptimist Training Program aids women in
re-training, entry or re-entry into the job market.
Awards of $1,250 are granted by region.

Contact: Soroptimist
1616 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Soc.:v.4' of Women Engineers administers 12 an-
nual scholarships to women majoring in engineering.
Awards range from $200 to $1750.
Contact: Society of Women Engmeers

United Engineering Center
345 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

The Business and Professional Women's Foun-
dation Fund for Women in Engineering has loaned
over $100,000 to women engineering students.
Maximum loan is $10,000 repayable over a 5-year
period at 5% interest, beginning one year after
graduation.

Contact: BPW Foundation
Engineering Loan Program
2012 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
jashington, DC 20036

*For information ,contact any local bank.

Publications
"Educational and Financial Aid Sources for

Women." Clairol, Inc., Loing Care Scholarship
Program, 345 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022.
Free.

"Educational Financial Aids." American Associ-
ation of University Women, Sales Office, 2401 Vir-
ginia Avenue, 'NW, Washington, DC 20037. $1.00.

"Financial Aid, A Partial List of Resources for
Women." Project on the Status of Education of
Women, 1818 R Street, NW, Washington, DC
20009. Free.

"Financial Aid: Where To Get It, How To Use
, It." The Business and Professional Women's Foun-

dation, 2012 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washing-
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ton, DC 20036. $1.00.
"Financial Assistance for Education: Bibliography

and Resources." Catalyst, 14 East 60th Street,
New York, NY 10022. $5.00.

"Need a Lift?" The American Legion, PO Box
1055, Indianapolis, IN 46202. $.50. (Scholarship and
loan information, including state-by-state table of ed-
uotional benefits.)

Financing
Your Energy Business

U.S. Small Business Administration Solar En-
-, ergy and Energy Conservation Loan Program. The

SBA gives loans and loan guarantees, awards train-
ing grants, and offers seminars to business people
entering the energy field. Loans of up to $350,000
are available to small businesses that are develop-
ing, manufacturing, selling, installing or servicing
specific solar and conservation measures (including
insulation procedures). For more information, con-
tact your local SBA office or write Evelyn Cherry,
Special Projects Director, U.S. Small Business Ad-
ministration. 1441 L Street, NW. Washinzton. DC
20416.

AT Busilts.sPacket. The National Center for
Appropriate TechForogx, PO Box 3838, Butte, MT
59701. $6.50. Includes information on the eco-
nomics of starting an "appropriate technology" busi-
ness; financing and investment capital opportunities;
and an annotated bibliogaphy on small business or-
ganization and operation.

Starting Your Own Enerer Busine.ss. Institute
for Local Self-Reliance, 1717 18th Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20009. $4.0(4.

The American Women's Economic Development
Cotporation provides management training, technical
assistance and counseling for women entrepreneurs.
1270 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY
10020.,

The National Solar Heating and Cooling Infôr-
mation Center will give you free lists of manufac-
turers in any three states. (800) 523-2929.

For additional,information on jobs, education
and business opportunities contact:

American Women's Economic Development
Corporation

1270 Avemie of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Association for Women in Science
1346 Connvcticut Avenue, NW
Suite 1122 .
Washington, DC 20036

Business and Professional Women's Foundation
2912 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Leai(fe of Women Voters Energy Education Fund
1730 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
70

National Council of Career Women
Suite 818, National Press Building
Washington, DC 20036

NOTES:
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Appliance Labeling Program A system of rating the
energy-efficiency; of major househokl appliances. An
Energy Guide label attached to the apPliance allows
the shopper to ctimpare its efficiency and estimated
annual operaung «Osts With those of similar appli-
ances.

BEPS (Building Energy Performante Standards)A
nab( ni wide buikhng (rode proposed by t he Depart-
ment of Energy (1)0E1 that will establish standards
for energy efficiency in all new buildings.

''...LBTU (British Thermal Unit) The amount ot heat en-
ergy required to raise the temperature of one pound
of water one degree Fahrenheit.
burning a match 1 BTU

1 gallon fuel 144,000 BTU's

caulking Hem* matenal used to seal joints or cracks
around the home and stop air infiltration.

conduction Process of heat transfer in which heat
moves directly through a material. Windows lose heat
through the glass by.conduction.

convection (teat transfer created by the motion of air,
resulting fronitemperature or density difierences An
example is hot air nsmg and cold air falling.

cost-effectiveRefers to the cost oN treatment com-
pared with the yearly savings and the ume required
to get back the initial investment.

countersink To sink the heads of screws, nails or bolts
flush with 1n- shghth below the surfae of the wood.

cross bracingTwo pieces of,wood nailed between adia-
- cent-joists, forming an X. installed to hold the joists in

alignment and help distribute floor loads.

degree days--A umeto calculate the heating/cooling re-
quirements of a building. It is the average tempera-
ture different e relative to 65 for a given day. If the
average outside temperature over 24 hi Airs is 3I F
the degree day s would be 35. The total number of de-
gree days during the heating season is a pleasure of

. _the relats seventy of the winter in an area.

eaves Proje( tmg overhang at the lower edge of a roof.

EER (Energy Efficiency Rating) -A nupber giv en to
rate the effwiencv of many apphances including air
conditioners. :1'he higher the number the lesS eke-
tnnt y the unit will use to do the same job as another
unit with a lower number. The EER system is gradit7
alb being replat ed by the Appliance Utheling Program.

energy audit/survey I tetailed inspection of a home to
rate its energy efficiency, identify areas of heat loss,
and re( ommend energy wnservation measures.

glazing The lay er (or lavers) of glass or plastic in a win-
dow Windows with two lavers of glass (double glaz:
mg) and an air space in between lose half as much
heat as single-glazed windows.

heat flow, The movement of heat energy from hot to
, old ()hie( ts by conduction, convection or radiation.

humldlty Fhe amount of water v apor (Moisture) in the
.ur Vi RI feel wanner in winter if there is more humid-
ity in a room bet ause it slows down ey,IIN tramp.

1? 7

whit h isa «toting process. Ext ess humidity makes
you feel hot and stkky in the summer for the same
reastin.

infiltration Uncont rolled flow of arr into a dwelling
through its crags, leaks and other opennigs because
of wind pressure, temperature difference, etc.

insulation An) matenal which is nat a good iunductor of
heat energy The better a material resists heat trans-
mission, the higher its R-value

joist All1 of the parallel honzontal beams used to support
the boaids of a floor or ceiling.

kilowatt-1,000 watts of electrical power. You pay for
your electnnty by the kilowatt hour (kWh), which
measures your actual consumption: a kWh equals
about 3.4(X) B.11 J's.

miter To cut at any angle other than 9(r.

non-renewable resourcesSources of energy in hmited
supply such allossil fuels (oil, coal, natural gas) and
uranium. .

payback periodThe time needed to recover the invest-
ment on a conservation measure, solar system, etc.,
through the resulting savings on fuel.

peak rates/off-peak ratesElectncal pricing based on
not only the yoluine of electricity used by the public
but also on the time of day and the season when the
electricity is used. Under this sy stem-utilities offer
lower rates during off-peak penods to encourage
customers to Use power when there is less demand
on the gnd.

perm ratipgA measure of the vapor permeability of
paint. The lower the penn rating, the more effective
the paint is as a vapor bamer.

radiant energy -Energ) in the form of infrared ray s
that travel throygh spat e and warm an obiet t without
physical contact. The sun is our greatest sourte of ra-
diant energy.

renewable resources Sources of energy in unlimited
natural supply such as wind, water, biomass and di-
rect sunlight.

retrofit The addition of energ and c. onservation sys-
tenis, sue h as a( tive solar or insulation, onto an exist-
mg budding.

R-value The resistance of a matenal, such as insulation,
to heat floW. The higher the R-value, the better the
protection against heat loss or gain. R-values are
additivedouble the insulation and you double its
R-value.

solar energy Free radiant energy from the sun which,
when harnessed, can help to conserve our non-
renewable resourtes and possibly replae some of
them in the future
ac twe solar -A system for solar heating in which

collectors absorb the sun's heat, and mechanical
pumps transfer the heat to a storage system and cir-
culate it to supply buildings with hot water and space
heating.
--passive solar --SN.stem for solar heatuNiiwoling
whit h reqqires no niet hankal devites bet ause the
structure itself serves as a toile( tor and storage me-



dium. It rehes on such design features as proper
building and room orientation, large south-facing win
(lows, insulating shut ters and (A erhangs for summer
shading to iriaxili am solar gain In winter and minimize
it in summer. Passn,e solar is best suited for new
construction and space heating and coohng.

Oat creclit--An amount you are allowed by law to deduct
trom taxes owed to the government. Tax credits are
better than tax deductions because they reduce tuxes
rather than taxable imoine. For example, if ou owe
$1000 in fecieral inconie taxes and y ou are entitled tu
the maximum $300 conservation tax credit, you pay
only $7(X) in taxes.

thermostat A de (Ice that autuniatk ally a( ticates equip-
nient such as furnaces, air (ialditioners, etc in re-
sponse to changes in temperature.

valance Short ornamental drapery hung across the top
of a window

NOTES:

vapor barrierA waterproof hner, such as plastic f.ihn or
alummuni foil, or waterproof paint, used to block the
passage of moisture through walls and ceihngs. Blan-
kets and bat ts of insulation usually conic witha paper'
or aluminum fuil capor barrier already attached, with
loose-fill insulation a separate apor barner must be
added. The vapor barrier should always face the
heated side of the house.

weatherize To protect against the weather and make
inure energy efficient with (aulking, weatherstnppmg
and insulation.

weatherstripping -Strips of material installud around ti e
edges of doors and windows to stop air infiltration,

weep hole Small opening ro allow drainage of moisture
from an enclosed space, such as a storm window.

NOTES:
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All Through the House A Guide to Home Wea heriz
New York, 1980 ,

bon. Thomas Blandy and Denis Lamoureux. McGraw-Hill,

"Energy Cost Cutter," Consumer Guide. Vol. 1 nuary 1968.

The Home ,Energy Saver. Editors of Consumer Guide. Fawcett Books, New York, 1979.

How to Cut Heating and Cooling Costs. Peter Jones. Buttenck Publishing, New York, 1979.

How to Save Energy and Money in Your Home. New York State Energy Office, Albarty, NY, 1978.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Carpentry and Woodworking Tools, Terms and Materials. Stanley Schuler. Ran-
dom House, New York 1973.

In the Bank Or Up tfle Chimney? Second edition. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Washington, DC, 1977.

Money-Saving Guide to Energy in the Home. ConsuMers Onion, MoVnt Vernon, NY, 1978.

Movable Insulation. William Langdon. Rodale Press; Em.rnaus, PA, 1980.

Nd Cost and low Cost Ways to Save Home Energy. Memphremagog Group. Vermont Action on Energy, Essex
Junction, VT, 1979.

No Heat, No Rent. An Urban Solar and Energy Conservation Manual. The Energy Task Force, New York, 1977.

Save Energy Save Money1 Eugene and Sandra Ecch. Community Services Administration, Washington, DC,
1977.

Saving Energy Is Saving Money. Texas Governor's Office of Energy Resources.

Thermal Shutters and Shades. William Shurcliff. Brick House Publishers, Andover, MA, 1980.

Window Design Strategies to Conserve Energy. Hastings and Crenshaw. National Bureau of Standards Building
Science Series 104,1977. ,



a cu a ing your energy savings.
Ilk savings rcsultnig from variou energy, tiniser,athm prot edures depend on where you live, how large

your house is, what type of fuel you use he prke of.fuel. Average savings in a typftal three-bednxim house,
with 1500 square feet of living spate, elearkally heated, with elettrkity at 5" per kWh are shown on the Table
bvlow. AS erage savings for a ontt-bedroom apartment, 5(X) sqvare feet, are shown on the seLond Table.

First look at the nip and find the reon you live in. Then read from the appropriate Table the typkal say-.,
uigs for the conservation measures your residence needs.

'lO find out approximately how mut h you tan save for your size resident e. you! fuel type and your fuel
price, use the Energy Savings Calculator on che opposite page.

Dollar savings froin energy conservation measures
for a typical 1500 sq. ft. house, by heating region

RA2n I II 'III
Prnt edurp Heating Cooling pleating Cooling Heating Cools,

'Caulking $30 $60 1$45:, $40 $70

Weatherstripping 25 50, l' 35 30 55

Stvm eondows and doors 70 :20 1.100 '' 12 .1155
ng wondow; 50 '. ,I 89 0 1 120

S. ,nading 7 150 ! ';-1-:.: 90

..
Insulating attK s 160 80 I 246 )48' 375

..

Insulating crawt space 40 I 95

Insulating basement walls 80 190
Insulating floor over
unheated pare

Thermostat setback
112

130

(Winter) 8 at nigh 50t

Thermostat setup
(Summer) 3 150 I 96
insulating water heaters 12 12, 12

Insulating heattng.40?)
,Ang flu( tS and f0 t,,es 25 15 30 10 35

IV
Heating Cooling Heati

V
g Cooling

$24 $100 $12 $1 5

20 80 10' 10

8 230 4 300

_ 180 230

60 ,30

-,32 550 1 730. 2-;

_ .140 180

280 370

190/ 250

16Q/ 220

50
.

/12 .12

5 40 2 45

Dollar savings from energk conservationmeasures
for a typical 500 sq. ft. Apartment, by heating region

Prof ndorn

(Aulking

A IIRegen Ill IV V

Heating Cooling Heating, Heating toolin'g Heating Cooling Heating Cooling

$10 .$20, $15, $13, - $20 / $8 $30 $4 $40 .
Weatherstrippifig

Storm wurdnws

Insulating windows

8 17 - :1 18/ 7 25 3 35

20 7 30' 70 90

15 --= 12 . ".60 75'

Sun shading 50 20 10

rherrn2stal set bat k

Thermostat setup

10 25 40 55 _

:50 80 22 17

Percent savings on your cooling bill from a variety
of conservation measures, by cooling region

Pf(x cuturp Rfvon II III IV V

Thermostat setup
from 72`' 78

Caulking

"Ain shading (olltside)

Insulating eedurg

.1

40% 28Y 21% 17%

12% 8c/0
70/0

-

18% '17% 16% 15% 15%

6% 7c70 8%

82
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CROSSCUT SAW

4

CAULKING CARTRIDGE

NAILS

RAZOR BLADE
SCRAPER

)4,41,0460--"'
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BOX

CASING

FINISH

BRAD

WEATHERSTRIPPING
(OR FLE5( WEATHERSTRIPPING)


